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The Pomegranate is the combined
effort of a group of senior Pagans in
the United States and Canada. Its
purpose is to provide a scholarly
venue for the forthright and critical
examination of Neopagan beliefs and
practices. We intend this Journal to
be a forum for the exchange and dis-
cussion of the philosophy, ethics,
and spiritual potential inherent with-
in modern Paganism's many Paths.
The consideration of new ideas, as
well as the exploration of the roots
of our current practices such as clas-
sical Paganism, western esoteric tra-
ditions and influences from other
disciplines, will be included.

Notes from the Underground

even before The Pomegranate began publishing, we were receiving
requests for articles which addressed the wider interests of the broader
Neopagan community. We are pleased to present two such offerings in

this issue. The first is by Jenny Blain, from Canada's Dalhousie University, and
deals with an exciting oracular element as it appears in both modem Heathen
practice and its related history. The second, by England's Robert Wallis, has
been adapted from a paper he presented at last year's Anthropology of
Consciousness conference in Portland, Oregon. This controversial piece
represents its author's evaluation of the current relationship between native
shamans, Neoshamanic practitioners, and the interest taken by the academic
community in both.

We are also delighted to be able to reprint an article,''The Old
Religion", which originally appeared as the introduction to Gnosis magazine's
recent issue on Neopaganism. In our editorial opinion, Gnosis magazine, from
its beginning in 1985, has always stood head-and-shoulders above those current
alternative religions publications which are aimed at the broader reading public.
Porn readers are encouraged to check out its early issues, particularly #9:
"Northern Mysteries" and #13: "Goddesses". We especially recommend the
recent issue #48: "Witchcraft & Paganism" (in which this article appeared) and
the subsequent #49: ''The New Age?" (especially those Letters to the Editor
addressing issues raised in the previous issue) as required reading for all those
interested in continuing to push the edges of the Neopagan envelope.

We are also pleased to present yet another article on the Gimbutas
paradigm, this one original to The Porn, written from the point of view of
academic archaeology.

And speaking of Letters to the Editor, we would like to thank all our
subscribers who contributed to the Readers' Forum - which we are happy to
reinstate in this issue. Because of space constraints we were only able to
publish a fraction of the many letters we received. We hope that this
enthusiastic engagement with the process of scholarly dialogue on the part of
our readers in not a one-time event. Keep up the good work, and keep those
cards and letters coming! We hope, by the next issue, to be able to continue our
'Workings' and 'Book Review' sections, to which we encourage our readers to
contribute.

Persephone's Hard-working Minions
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The Pomegranate READERS' FORUM
We are pleased to be able to resume publication ofour Readers' Forum.

Please contribute so that we may continue to present this valuable venue for the
exchange of ideas. Letters may be edited to conserve space or to avoid

repetition. Deletions are indicated by ellipses (... ) and the
full text will always be made available upon request. Writers ofpublished

letters will have their subscriptions extended by one or two issues.

Chas Clifton writes:
Maggie Carew's excellent piece in The Pomegranate #4, with its thesis

that William Shakespeare had some knowledge of ceremonial magic, is
intriguing and provocative. I wish to point out one misreading of his text,
however.

Shakespeare, as Carew rightly said, preferred to elevate ordinary
language rather than write some artificially latinate tongue. So he would not
have gone to Classical mythology for "eyaslAiaslAjax" in the lines, " ... an aery
of childrenllittle eyases, that cry out on top of the question ..."

An eyas is a young hawk or falcon, and the image is one of a nest full
of hungry little birds, mouths gaping, up in an "aerie" or "eyrie" or "aery" or
however you wish to spell it - a place where raptors nest.

Although falconry tended to be an upper-class recreation, perhaps he
thought his audience would have some passing knowledge of it, the sort that we
might have about yacht racing from watching footage of the America's Cup
races. And the wealthier of them might well have gone hawking themselves.

If you know falconers, when they get going with the Anglo-Norman
technical jargon, it's like a quick trip back to the late fifteenth century, let alone
Shakespeare's era!

Maggie Carew replies:
I am grateful to Chas Clifton for pointing this out to me. The whole

point ofThe Pomegrantate is that we should learnfrom it - contributors as well
as readers. We always learn fom our mistakes. However, I have no excuse for a
second mistake in the essay, this one made not from ignorance but from
carelessness. It was Shakespeare's mother, Mary Arden, who died in 1609; his
wife outlived him and inherited the 'second-best bed'. Documents exist which
show that Shakespeare was good to his mother and provided well for her after
she was widowed, so he must have loved her, and her death might well have
affected him in the way I suggested.

CarmeUa Huggins writes:
Thank you very much for Jenny Gibbon's excellent article on the Great

European Witch Hunt. I especially enjoyed the "Burning Times Quiz." My
husband, who is not a Pagan but is a lawyer, took the quiz and scored 9 out of
1O! "Of course," he said, "trial by neighbors is going to be a bloodbath. Of
course things like this happen when central authority breaks down. Of course the
Inquisition refused to persecute witchcraft and protected the accused whenever it
could. Don't you people know any European history?"

I would like to ask one question, however. The article never mentions
the actual source of the preposterous (and embarassing) figure of 'Nine Million
Women.' The first record I know of it was as a dedication at the entrance to Old
Gerald's Witchcraft Museum on the Isle of Man. Did Gardner simply make it up,
or was he quoting an existing source?

Jenny Gibbons replies:
Matilda Gage is the person originally responsible for the estimate that

there were 9,000,000 deaths in the Great European Witch Hunt. Gage was a
suffragist and an early feminist writer. The figure first appears in her book
Women, Church, and State (1893). If I remember her book correctly, she was
describing how the Church had oppressed women throughout time. Since at that
point the Great Hunt was generally blamed on the Catholic Church, I believe
Gage created the figure to emphasize the enormity ofthe Church's "crimes
against women".

Gage offered no evidence to support this number, and there was no
reliable information available to her: at the time, no one had counted the trials
ofany country. And although she wrote when estimates were at their absolute
highest, her figure was still uniquely enormous. The highest estimates of the time
generally fell into the one to three million range.

From Gage, the figure entered popular history in two ways. First, as
Ronald Hutton noted in Enchante, Gerald Gardner used the number in his
witchcraft museum and in The Meaning of Witchcraft. Gardner didn't credit
Gage or cite her directly, though she appears to be his source.

Second, Mary Daly used this estimate in her book Gyn-Ecology. Unlike
Gardner, Daly did credit Gage. Many authors picked the number up from Daly's
influential book and repeated it, usually without crediting (or questioning) its
source. It quickly became "common knowledge": a "fact" everyone knew, but no
one could explain.

Cat Chapin-Bishop writes:
I'm writing to tell you of my disappointment with Mara Keller's article,
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"The Interface of Archaeology and Mythology: A Philosophical Evaluation of
the Gimbutas Paradigm."

I have always loved the implications of Marija Gimbutas' work. I had
never seriously thought about women as important in prehistory before I read her
stuff, and I have found it continuing to liberate my imagination even as, through
wider reading, I've come to see more and more of her ideas as resting on less
and less of a foundation ... Keller wants me to take Gimbutas' "methodology of
archeomythology" seriously (and I want to, Goddess knows!) but she doesn't
give me much in the way of reasons for it: there is very little examination of the
details of the interpretations Gimbutas makes, and virtually no attempt made to
define "archeomythology", let alone defend it. ... And she goes into great detail
to explain the theory of knowledge held by Plato, I suppose in order to support
the suggestion that Gimbutas' work ought properly to be evaluated according to
the rules for noesis, or "mystical intuition" as opposed to - what? - critical
thinking, such as ordinary and less loveable theories are subjected to?

Frankly, this seems like smoke and mirrors to me - or maybe just a
plain old-fashioned appeal to authority sort of argument: "Marija Gimbutas (who
is smarter than you because she spoke twenty languages) and Plato (who is
smarter than you because he's a famous dead philosopher) both thought this kind
of argument made sense. So who are you to question it? ... To me, this is less a
"feminist epistemological critique of modem science" then it is an almost
insulting disdain for my ability to think for myself when given evidence to
consider....

Cat Chapin-Bishop holds an MSWfrom the University ofIllinois,
and has a private practice in psychotherapy.

She is also a Wiccan High Priestess and longtime feminist and gadfly.

Jenny Blain writes:
... I'm sure others will raise questions of interpretation of the

archaeological data, which I'll refer to here only briefly. Suffice it to say the old
concepts of both peaceful "Old Europeans" and warlike "Indo-European
speaking invaders" have been challenged on the basis of what is found in their
burial or dwelling sites (as well as on theoretical grounds).

How about the "Kurgan" invasions, and the changes they wrought in
society? Surely they occurred - doesn't the Cavalli-Sforza article demonstrate
this? The answer, I'm afraid, has to be "No". Cavalli-Sforza et al (Science, 259:
639-646, 1993) are displaying a principal components mapping of present-day
population data. To illustrate their technique and its results they give maps of
Europe showing the values of the first to fourth principal components from

Xeller arants me 10 lahe 9Imbulas' "melhodoloyy 0/
archeomylholoy'y" seriousij (andg ararrt 10,

90ddess hnows!) 6ul she doesn 'Iyive me much in
Ihe way 0/reasons for II ... virlualij no affempl

is made 10 define "archeomylholoyy",
lei alone de/endII.

statistical analysis of gene frequencies, based on 95 genetic markers. Frequencies
for the third principal component for Europe, responsible for about 10 percent of
the measured genetic variation, are on a gradient from approximately south-east
to north-west. This map is "data is search of a theory", and could be explained
by Gimbutas' postulated rapid expansions of bronze-age warriors, [however]
Cavalli-Sforza et al, [invoke] Renfrew's theory of an earlier, slower, spread of
neolithic farming people, bringing with them their language - which would
make the "Old Europe" neolithic dwellers speakers of Indo-European languages.
Indeed, say Cavalli-Sforza et al, it may be that both, together with some much
later "expansions of, for example, the Scythians and of barbarians who infiltrated
or conquered the Roman Empire before and after its fall" may be responsible, so
that "a sharp distinction may require better genetic and archeological data"
(p.642-3). Other events have been proposed to account for the map - such as
Jonathan Adams' and Marcel Otte's suggestion of an earlier (-9,000 b.p.) rapid
expansion of a particular Mesolithic gatherer-hunter population (Current
Anthropology: in press. See http://www.esd.ornl.gov/ projects/qen/Indoz.html).
Adams and Otte conclude that from the Cavalli-Sforza data there is no way to
evaluate the "truth" of these competing hypotheses.

Next, the uniqueness of Gimbutas' vision of a Goddess-worshipping,
matrifocal Old Europe. The concept of a Great Goddess, whose culture was
destroyed by invaders, can be traced back at least 150 years, and its roots lie
deeper. (See e.g. Ronald Hutton, 1997, "The Neolithic great goddess: a study in
modem tradition", Antiquity 71 (1997) 91-9). Gimbutas' work, and methods of
interpretation, took this concept out of the realms of romanticism and into those
of feminist discourse, but she did not create the concept. Indeed, Gimbutas'
narrative of the Great Goddess and her civilization, demolished by warlike Indo-
Europeans, is merely the other side of the coin of earlier stories of these noble
Indo-Europeans bronze age warriors who brought their "superior" qualities as
overlords to an "inferior" people. Both are sweeping simplifications, both read

continuted on page 47
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SEIDHRAND SEIDHRWORKERS:
Recovering shamanic practice in contemporary Heathenism
by Jenny Blain
Dalhousie University

Y1e SagaofEirik: theRed describes thevisitof a spakona, a seeress, to a
Greenland farm, one thousand yearsago.Her clothing and shoes, her staffand
cloak, aredetailed. She is askedto predicttheprogress of the community; she

eatsa mealof the heartsof the farmanimals, and thenext day a ''high seat" ismade
readyforher,whereshewill sit to foretell. Sheengages in ritualpractices knownas
seidhr, whichrequires a special songto be sungto ''the powers"in orderthat shemay
gaintheirknowledge, in trance.

Withinthe community of thosefollowing NorseHeathenpractices today,
peoplearemaking attempts to reclaimpractices of seidhr. Theyrely on accounts from
the sagasandEddas,scholars' analyses of this literature, andparallels with shamanic
practices elsewhere, usingthesewithina framework ofNorsecosmology andbeliefs
aboutsoul,afterlife, and the nine-worlds. Seidhr-workers engagein faring-forth, trance-
journeying, for a varietyof ends,including healinganddivination.

Thisarticle discusses seidhras setsof practice informed by shamanismwithin
a non-shamanic community, both todayand in thepast It indicates someof the
ambiguities inherent in earlydescriptions andhow thoseaffectpresent-day
understandings of seidhrand itspractitioners, andexamines how today'sworkers are
reconstructing seidhralongwith its dilemmas and contradictions, as shamanic practice
withinlate-twentieth-century Heathenism.

fiorbj6rg theGreenland seeress
An increasing numberof peoplewithintoday'sHeathemy, andmoregenerally

withinpaganism, are developing an interest in thepractices knownas seidhr, which
someconsider represent the remnants of shamanic tradition amongthe Scandinavian
peoples ofNorthemEurope. In thisarticle Iwill attemptto outline something ofhow
thesearebeingdeveloped by somegroupsinNorthAmericatoday. Manydiverse
interpretations of seidhrarepossible, andthe term does not implythe samepractices to
all people. Let it be clearfromthe outsetthatwhat I am descibing is how somegroups
do seidhr, and in particular ''high-seat''or "oracular" seidhr. NeitherI nor thesegroups
claimto haveuncovered the ultimate or onlymeaningof the term.

As part ofmy task,I indicate the sources from whichreconstructions
commence, and someof the debates, or argwnents aroundseidhr-practice, todayor in
the past As today'sHeathens arewell aware, thepast shapes thepresent, with actions

or thoughts longwithinWyrd'sWellforming partof theweavingof present-dayEarth-
religion.

So Iwill beginwith themost complete account of thephenomenon knownas
oracular seidhr: thevisitof the spakona, fiorbjfug, to thatGreenland farm, one
thousandyearsago,as described in the SagaofEirik: theRed. Shewearsa hoodof
lambskin linedwithcatskin, andhaswhitecatskingloves. Hergownis girdledwitha
belt of touchwood, fromwhichhangsa bag to holdmagicalitems. Her cloakis blue,
fastened with straps andadomedwith stones, and stonesstudthe headof her staff. Her
calfskin shoesaretiedwiththicklaces, with tinbuttons on theirends. Thenext day she
sitsin thehigh seat,on a cushionstuffedwithhen's feathers, tomakeherpredictions.

The description continues:
Ahigh-seat was preparedforher and a cushion laidunderher; ...at sunset, shemade

thepreparations whichsheneededto haveto cany outseidhr. Shealso askedfor those
womenwhoknewthewisdom (chant) whichwasnecessary forseidhrand [whowere]
calledVardhlokur. But thosewomencouldnotbe found Thenthe folkdwelling therewere
askedifanyone knewit Then Gudhridhr said, 'I amneithermagically skilled nor awise-
woman,butHalldis, my foster-mother, taughtme thatchantin Icelandwhichshe called
Vardhlokur'...The womenmade a ringaroundthe seat,andfiorbjfug satup on it Then
Gudhridhr recited the chantso fairly andwell,that it seemedto no onethattheyhadheard
the chantspokenwitha fairer voicethanwashere.The spae-wife thankedher for the recital
and said(that) manyof thepowerswerenow satisfied and thoughtit fairto hearwhenthe
chantwas recitedsowell..."Andnowmanyof thosethingsareshownto mewhichI was
deniedbefore, andmanyothers". (Eiriks sagaraudha4. Fromthe translation usedby
Kveldalfr Gundarsson, in "Spaecmft, Seidhrand Shamanism," I,Idunna 25,December
1994, p.33.)

The songGudhridhr sangis,unfortunately, not givenus.
The accountoffiorbjfugthe seeress, is the basisfor today'spractice of

oracular seidhr, alsoknownas high-seat seidhror spae-working. In thisarticle I intend
firstto lookat the construction of high-seat or oracular seidhr, thenreferto otheruses
and ''ways of knowing" relatedto seidhr, and finally touchbrieflyon someof the
contradictions andambiguities, including ambiguity involving gender. However, the
relation of seidhrandgenderis complex, witha basisin how thegenderpractices of
one thousand yearsagowere themselves constructed andhow theyare echoedin the
present. The details of that storyare for another day.

Seidhr in today'sAsatnipractice
I haveobserved a nurnberof high-seat seidhrrituals conducted by

practitioners of Asat:r6. orHeathenism, a religion reconstructed fromthe extantmaterial
onNorseandGermanic pre-Christian practices, andparticipated in theseon a varietyof
levels. Within NorthAmerica, a schoolof practice is emerging, basedon theworkdone
by theCalifornian groupknownasHrafuar(theRavens), andparticularly the author
DianaPaxson, to reconstruct oracular seidhr. Hrafuarbeganits reconstruction with the
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accountof fiorbjorg, quotedabove, usingsuchdetails aswereavailable: the seeress
neededfirstto familiarize herselfwith the community and its energies, she then saton a
high seatand a special songwas sungto 'the powers' that enabled her to gainher
knowledge - or 'the powers' to give it to her. Theword 'powers' (ruittUrur, fromlatin
natura, nature, in pluralmeaning spirits, ratherthanan OldIcelandic word)is uncertain:
it may referto ancestral spirits, elves(alfar) or otherwights, or deities. Themechanism
of how the seeress entered the tranceinwhichshewas ableto acquire knowledge, or
the process of questioning her,has not beenhanded downin the accountHrafnar have
therefore goneto othersources to finddetails of how a seidhrtrancemightbe
conducted.

Theirmainresources havebeen the Eddiepoems Voluspa; Baldrsdraumt; and
VoluspCl in skamma(theshorterVoluspa, forming a partof thepoemHyndluljOdh).
Eachof theseappears to showpart of a question-and-answer process, inwhichonewho
knows,a seeress, a Volva, isaskedto revealherknowledge. In VoluspCl the seeress
speaks in answerto Odhinn, the god/magician; inBaldrsdraumrOdhinntravels to a
grave-mound, just outside Hela's realm,and thereraises the deadV61va to answerhis
questions. InHyndluljodh, the giantess/seeress Hyndlais speaking to Freyaandher
follower OttaraboutOtter's ancestry, when (in theportionknownasThe Shorter
Voluspa) shestartsofforetell the comingofRagnarok andthe fates of theGods.From
BaldrsdraumrHrafnar has takenthe calling of the seeress:

Way-tame ismy name, the sonof Slaughter-tame,
Tellme the news fromHel- I knowwhat's happeningin theworld:
Forwhom are the benchesdeckedwith ann-rings,
The dais so fairlystrewnwithgold?

(Baldrs Draumar6,PoeticEdda. 244)

From Voluspti and the ShorterVoluspacomesthe pattemof question and
seeress's answer.

Muchwe have toldyou,wewill tellyoumore,
It's importantthatyou know it, do youwant to knowmore?

("SongofHyndla", PoeticEdda. 258.)
ormore simply:

Do you understand yet, orwhatmore?
(''Voluspa'', PoeticEdda. 7.)
DianaPaxsonhas described the construction of the high-seat seidhrritualin

TheReturnof theV61va, an article writtenfor a Heathenjoumal, Mountain Thunder,
and available through theworldwideweb at
http://vinlandorg/heathen/hrafuar/seidh.html.Drumming and singing accompany and
facilitate the induction of the trancestate. Theguidenarrates a meditative journey
wherebyall present, seersand questioners alike, travelthrougha tunnelof trees, down
to the plainofMidhgardhrandthe greattreeYggdmsill, thenbelowone of its rootspast

As today's Heathens are well aware, the past shapes
the present, with actions or thoughts long within
Wyrd's Wellforming part ofthe weaving ofpresent-

day Earth-religion.
Urdh'swelland through caverns of Earth,across the echoing bridgewith its guardian
maidenModhgudhr to the gatesofHela's realm,the abodeof the dead,for in Old
Norsetraditionwisdom comesfromthe dead,the ancestors. Therethe audience
participants remain, in a lighttrancestate, whilethe seidhrworker entersdeep tranceand
journeyson her or his own,assisted by her or his spiritallies or "poweranimals". One
participant willact as seidhr-guide, singing the seeress throughHela's gates, andcalling
to otherparticipants to asktheirquestions, and the seeress to answer.

Aseidhmadhr, Jordsvin, describes thejourneyandwhathe finds there.
... there's a guidedjourneydown toHelheim. Thepeoplethat are doingthepublic

oracularseidhrgo withme, they stopat the gate.Westressstaywith the group,don't go
runnin' off and stirring up thejotnar,you canmess yourselfup. This is real stuff, you're
dealingwithreal beings,it can have real results.... I go down, I go throughHela's gate.•.I
see a lake,an islandand a torchburningon it It lightsup, the torchand the lake lightup the
area enoughto actuallysee the dead people.And I walkdown thereand they tendto gather
round,and I'll say,wouldthosewho need to speakwithme or speakwith thepeopleI'm
here representing pleasecome forward. ... I've never seenanythingscary, they look like
people,the ones thathavebeen therearepassingon I guessto anotherlife orwhatever
they're goingto do, sometimes they're just like shadows, some look likelivingmen and
women, someare somewhere inbetween.Of coursethere'smany,manymany of them.
They ask me questions, sometimes they'll speak.Sometimes I'll be in tranceto whereI'm
answering the questioner, and the voicethat's comingout ofmymouth is, the intonation's
different, the accent'sa littledifferent ... Sometimes I hear voices,sometimes I seepictures,
impressions, feelings, I havemy eyes closedphysically, and I'm in a trance,and I got a
shawlovermy head, sometimes it's almostlike pictureson the backofmy eyelids...
(Interview, 1996)

Not all seidhr-workers seewhatJordsvin sees. EvenwithinHrafuar'sscenario,
eachworkerfaces the taskof seeking knowledge in theirownway,withinthe trance.
ForWmi:fred - another seeress whohas received training fromHrafnar- a largepart
of herwork is inmaking contactwithdeities, andattempting to placeotherpeople, her
seidhrclients, in a relationship with them.

(O)neof the reasonsthat I love theseidhrwork is that due to people's questions I have
the chanceto see theirrelationships with the deitiesthat are, for exampleSif comesoften
for a friendofmine,whom I do seeingsfor...

And one ofthemost interesting seeingsthat I hadwas for a youngman, andHeimdall
came forhim. I'm tryingto bringpeoplecloserto the godsand to theirown souls...
(Interview, 1996)
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In Voluspa the seeress speaks in answ,er to Odhinn,
the god/magician; in Baldrs draumr Odhinn travels
to a grave-mound, just outside Hela s realm, and
there raises the dead Volva to answer his questions.

Anotherseidhrworker knownasRavenHomtraceshis seeings to varying
sources depending on the questioner: afterpassingHela's gates,he oftenjourneyson a
ship,which transports him to wherethe answerto the question canbe found At other
timeshe travelsin the formof a raven,seeingthe countryside belowhim. Sometimes a
questionbringscontactwith a deity, particularly Heimdal1r, Freyja, orOdhinn, My own
experiences as a seidhrworker usuallyinvolve being in darkness withina mound,
solitmy, and calledforthby the seidhr-guide; visions, sounds, sensory experiences then
arisein response to the questions that are asked,and thesemay involvepeople,animals,
birdsor trees, specific scenesor objects, sometimes music.

Hrafuarhas now trainedseveralpeoplein theirmethods, and thesepeopleare
trainingothers, so that a fellowship of seeresses, and seers, allworkingin similarways
and following broadlysimilarmethods, is emerging acrossNorthAmerica. However
not all seidhrworkersfollowthismethod,and even for thosewho do,not all seidhr-
workings areoracular. Jordsvinuses similarmethodsof trance-journeying to dispell
ghostsand finds himselfcalleduponby peopleoutside his religionto ''unhaunt
houses". Somehave derivedtheirpractices independently ofHrafuar.Bil Linzie'swork
is chieflyin healingand soul-retrieval, and in dealingwith death. He termshimself
"seidman"and ''wholemaker''his task is to make otherswhole.(Seeweb pages at
http://www.angelfire.com/nm/seidhman/index.html. The Seidman Rants.)Again,he
finds himselfcalledupon,as a shaman, by peopleoutsidehis religion.

The seer/ess as shaman
It shouldbe statedat once thatNorse cultureof 1000yearsagowas not

"shamanic": we do not finda shamanic complexof activities, no shamanis described
as centralto community life.Thereare kingsandqueens andbattle-leaders, godhar
associated with different deities, and in Icelandthe emergence of a representative
systemof godhar, as regional administrators, coordinated by a "lawspeaker" - andno
shamans, onlyoccasional seidhrworkers, andothermagicpractitioners. Rather, it seems
likelythatoracular seidhrandothermagicalpractices may formpart of the rather
scattered remnants of shamanic techniques inNorse culture, relatedto the shamanic
practices of othercultures. StephanGrundypointsout (1995: 220) that ''The only
figures in Germanic culturewhichwe canpoint to as bearingsignificant resemblance to
the 'professional shaman'... are the seeresses who occupya positionof respectbasedon
theirvisionary capabilities" thoughtheydo not demonstrate othershamanic techniques

or activities. Theseseeresses oftenare saidto havebeen trainedby ''the Finns",which
probablyrefersto the nomadicSaami, a truly"shamanic"people.

Theseseeresses enteragainand againintothe Icelandic poems and sagas.
Katherine Morrishas catalogued someof theiractivities. For instance:

Heidh, the sibylofHr6lfs sagaKraka 3,was also treated hospitably and thenaskedto
prophesy ...KingFrodiaskedher to make use ofher talents, prepareda feastforher,and set
her onplatform forher spell-making. Shethenopenedhermouth, yawned, casta spelland
chanteda verse... (Morris 1991:45).

fi6rdis, the seeress of'KormakssagaandVatnsdrela saga,was ''held in great
esteemandknewmany things", and thehill behindher dwelling was namedafterher
Spakonufell, themountainof the seeress. Thesewomen,andothers, suchas Oddbjorg
ofViga-Glfunssaga,KjannokofHeidharvigasaga,Heimlaugof'Gull-fioris saga,are
woven intothe fabric of the familysagas, the stories of everydaylife,writtenby
Icelanders two or threehundredyearsafterChristianization to tell of the livesof their
ancestors who settledthe country. Theycanbe seenas semi-historic; they, and others
like them,livedand had theirbeingwithina cultural framework inwhichtrance,magic
andprophesywerepossibilities forwomen:to the extentthat in the laterlegendary
sagasand shortstories (toldfor entertainment value), the seeing-women appearonce
again.

In the flattrofNorna-Gest,it is told that threewisewomencameto thehouse
ofNoma-Gest's parents, at his birth,and foretold his future: a lackof attention to the
youngestnom causedher to attemptto countermand the greatprophesies of her elders,
statingthat the boy's lifewouldbe no longerthan thatof the candleburningbesidehim.
The eldestnom extinguished the candleandgave it to the boy's motherto preserve.
Threehundredyearslater, so goes to story, Norna-Gest relatedhis storyto theking of
Norway, accepted Christian baptism, andhad the candlelit, dyingas the flameexpired.
Arrow-Odd, the hero of (thelateand fantastical) Orvar-odds saga,likewise had an
extended life,of300 years,andboth this lifeand the strange deaththat endeditwere
predictedby a seidhkona knownas Heidhr.

Seeingmightbe onlyone component ofwhat onewhowas fjolkyngi -
possessingmuch (magical) knowledge - coulddo.A nurnberof accounts referto
peoplewho changeshape,to avoidenemies, to seekknowledge, or to causetrouble. In
sagasand in today's folktales, it is toldof howpeoplewoulddiscover that their
problemswere associated with the appearance of a particular animal. When this animal
waswoundedor killed, a womanwouldhavea similarwound. For instance, the in
Sagaof'Kormakthe Skald, whenKormakandhis brotherset off in a ship,awalrus
appears closeby.Konnak aims a spearat it, striking it, and it disappear and does not
comeup again. Thewalrus had the eyesof thewomanThorveig, described in the saga
asfjollatnniga. ''fi6ttustmennflarkennaaugufi6rveigar." (Menthoughtthey
recognized Thorveig'seyes.)Thorveig was reportedas dyingfromthiswound
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(Icelandic courtesy of''NetUtg8fan'', http://www.snerpa.is/net/netut-e.htm. Kormak's
saga, 18.)

At othertimesthemetamorphosis wasmade forprotection, as in accounts of
swan-maidens who guardedchosenwarriors. The shapeshifter is hamhleypa, onewho
is hamrammr, shape-strong. AnotherexamplefromKormak'ssagaisVigi, who is both
jjollatnnigr andhamrammr; he sleeps by the doorof thehall,andknowsthe business of
everyone who entersor leaves.

As BitLinziepointsout, in the oldmaterial thereis no overallword for
shaman, butmanywords for the components of shamanic practice. Thismaybe
evidence thatby the timeof the composition of the sagas, twohundredyearspost-
christianization, thepractices were in decline. And it is fromthesedoubtful
remembrances, this fragmentation, that today'spractitioners are attempting towork to
construct seidhr, not as an individual technique in itself, but as part of a developing
complexof beliefs aboutsouland self,personand community, withincommunity
relationships that involve peoplewithotherbeings, Wights ofland and seaor stream,
deities knowntoHeathens as theirElderKin.All thesebeings, likepeople, formpartof
the fabric ofWyrd, the destinywhichpeopleand deities make together, andwhichwill
formpartof theirlives, wovenby theNoms,Urdh,Verdhandi and Skuld, who are
invokedwithinHrafuar'sseidhrritual, as they sitby Urdharlmmr, Urdh'sWell, at the
root of theAsh Yggdrasill.

Bit Linziehimselfworkswithina community. Hiswork,as he describes it, is
abouttransformation, death, life,and is focused externally to himself, on thoseothers
forwhomhe does hiswork.A requirement forpractice, he says,is to loseone's ego:he
emphasizes thathiswork is for the community, not forpersonal development. As
''wholemaker''his task is tomakeotherswhole.In pursuitofwholeness, he uses the
techniques of tranceandjourneyingto effecthealingwhichis spiritual, emotional,
physical, or all of these.

He pointsout that ''wholeness''is not the samethingas physical "normalcy".
Beingwholeis:

for the average person, a friendtriedand true.For themusician it is a tunewell turned.
For the artist, it isjust the rightcolorinjust the rightspot.. it's when things just seem to go
smooth.

He is seeking to :findwaysof encouraging wholeness. One suchis expression
of self He says"Expression is a method, a technique, for attainingWholeness," and
compares the humanorganismwith a mill-streamwhichcanbe blockedupriverfrom
themillpond, inwhichcasethe ponddriesup andthemill-wheel disintegrates, or
down-river, inwhichcasethewaterbecomesstagnant and themill-wheel rots.The first
he seesas akinto lackof impression, lackof imagination: the secondto lackof
expression, or outlets for that imagination, as he explains in hiswebpages at
http://www.angelfire.com/mn/seidhman/index.htm1:

In Old Norse tradition wisdom comes
from the dead, the ancestors.

The formof expression of theWhole-maker is to seehowhe or shecanassistin
bringing otherbeingsintotheirfullformof expression. TheWhole-maker showsthe sick
individual theway to accessimpression andexpression mostcompletely andefficiently.
Thereismuchtalkaboutsomething calledbalance. Balance, however, relieson comparison
to somesortof standard. Butwhat is the standard for a person dyingfromAlzheimer's?
What is the standard for a schizophrenic?What is the standard forone suffering from
depression? ..TheWhole-maker, ratherthan looking forwhat is normalorwhatthe
standard is, expresses himselfby helping othersto openup themillpondof theirlives. That
is his art.

Seidhras evilmagic?
Mostof thosewhomI havequotedas today'spractitioners -the Hrafuar

group, Bit,RavenHom- use theword"seidhr" forwhat theydo, and this is alsoused
by otherswhomI havenot directly quotedin thispaper, whethertheywork as
community-diviners usingoracular seidhr, or seekprivateknowledge through
techniques of "sittingout forwisdom". However, somepreferto use anotherterm,well-
attested in the sagasfor thosewho speakwith foreknowledge. ThusWmifred is a
spakona, Jordsvin a spdmadhr: Spa refersto foretelling, or prophesying. Thesewords,
spa (orspae, as in the Scottish "spaewife'')andseidhrhavediffering implications
withinthe old literature - the spakona or spamadhr is spokenofwith respect, for the
mostpart,whereasthepractitioner of seidhr(seidhkona or seidhmadhr) is often
regardedrathernegatively. Seidhrmay implynot onlytrance-divination, butwhat
Jordsvin calls"messingwithpeople'sminds"(thisis not,he emphasizes, whathe does,
whateverpeoplecallit);or usingshapeshifting tojourneyin thisworld, not the spirit
world, anduse the knowledge gainedto the detriment of others, and influencing or
affecting otherpeople'sbehaviourbymeansof thejourney.

An examplefromthe old literature is fromEgilssagaSkollagrimssonar. Egill
is in thepowerofhis enemies, inYork, England, attempting towritea poemwhichwill
savehis life.He cannotconcentrate for the twittering of a swallow- allnightlong-
by hiswindow. His friendgoesup ontothe roof,and seesthebird flying off.The
implication is that thebird is his arch-enemy Gunnhildhr - QueenatYork, and laterof
Norway- who is attempting to preventhis composition and therebycausehis death.
Gunnhildhr is spokenof negatively, in this sagaand in others, as a sorceress, whowas
taughtseidhrand shapeshifting by ''Finns'' (usuallymeaningSaami), andused these
skillsto further her own ends;and in thepassagereferred to, as hamhleypa, a shape-
shifter. Previously the sagainforms us that"Svo er sagt, adhGunnhildur tet seidhefla
og letjfadh seidha, adhEgillSkalla-Grimsson skyldialdrei r6 bidhaa Islandi; fyrr en
hunsadhann."("It is said,thatGunnhild workedspells [seidhr] and spelledout this
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Norse culture of 1000 years ago was not
"shamanic ": we do not find a shamanic

complex of activities, no shaman is described
as central to community life.

[didseidhr], thatEgil Skalla-Grimson shouldneverknowpeace in Icelanduntilshehad
set eyeson him": Fell 1975:103). Icelandic from"Netutgafan",
http://www.snerpa.islnet/netut-e.htm.) The firstmentionofGunnhildhr is that "of all
womenshewas the loveliest andwisest, andhadconsiderable knowledge ofmagic"
(p.53). (Gunnhildur varallrakvenna vcenst og vitrustogffolkunnugmjog.)

This leadsto anotherimportant pointaboutthe old literature. It dealsin
seeresses andfordcedha, female practitioners. Mostaccounts of seidhrare of women.
The seidhr-workers of saga-times appearto havebeenmostlyfemale: malepractitioners
- in the late,christian accounts thatwe have- weredeemedto be "ergi", un-
masculine, possibly crossing genderbarriers inwaysnot thenacceptable, It is unclearat
what time thisnegativity spreadto include seidhkonur (seidhr-women), or how the
spread of Christianity affected how seidhr-workers were regarded.

Anotherword is taiseta, and thisis how somemen- including leaders, kings
- are spokenof in the sagas as gainingknowledge, setauti tilfrOdhleiks (sitting out for
wisdom). A variantof thismaybe going''under the cloak" as it is saiddid fi6rgeirr the
lawspeaker of the IcelandicAlfling, priorto takingto the decision to have Iceland
formally convertto Christianity (Blain, 1998). Theknowledge gainedthroughsitting
outwouldbe usedby the out-sitter, or revealedat a laterstage, ratherthan narrated in
trance. Sitting out typically involved sitting on a gravemound or at a crossroads, going
underthe cloakcouldbe donewherever onewas,but both implieda distancing of
oneselffromthe otherhumanmembers of the community. The onewhowas sitting out
was not to be disturbed, and in particular theirname shouldnot be mentioned.
(Adhalsteinsson 1978). Utisetaalsobecameproblematic, proscribed in Icelandin the
lawsof the 13thcentury, whichremained in placeuntilthe 19th, in terms thatname"...
fordcedhuskap ok spofarar allarok utiseta at vekjatrolluppok.fremja heidhni,"
"sorceryand spae-working (foretelling) and sitting out to wakeup trollsandpractising
heathenism", a wordingwhichassociated utiseta withgainingknowledge fromother
beingsor spirits (we can treatthe term ''trolls'' as a derogatory re-working during
Christian times). Referring to this law, Hastrupcomments that ''By the act of sitting out,
whichwas a metaphorfor leaving the ordinary socialspace, it was possible to invoke
supernatural beings."Whilethe penaltywas death, no-onewas convicted untilIceland's
smallwitch-craze in the 17thcentury(Hastrup 1990:391. The translation of theorlaw
ismine.)

As withseidhr, membersoftoday's Heathencommunity are attempting to

rediscover techniques of tuiseta; seeingit as a solitary practice, whereasoracular seidhr
is a community ritual.

Men (andsomewomen)appear alsoas practitioners of galdr, sungor spoken
spells, whichdo not involve the shapeshi:fting, journeyingor othershamanic/ecstatic
components (andwhichtogetherwithknowledge of runesin the earlymodemperiod
formed the basisof the fewwitchcraft accusations andconvictions in Iceland, according
to Hastrup). However, thatmen couldperformseidhris evident. Snorri'shistoryof the
KingsofNorwayrecounts howHaraldrFinehair(whobecamekingof allNorwayin
the 9th century C.E.), andhis sonEirikrcalledBloodaxe, were responsible for the death
ofEirik's brotherRognvaldr rettilbeini, a seidhmadhr, and the troopof 80 seidhmenn
withwhomhewas associated, seemingly becauseEirikrandhis father did not like
"magic"or seidhr. (Haralds saga insharfagra, ch 36. See e.g.Monsen1932.) If
political motivations were involved, Snorridoesnot recountthose.

One of the best-known accounts of any type of seidhrwork is by a male: in
thiscase,Odhinn, euhemerised by Snorri Sturluson in his Ynglingasaga, written
approximately 1225, as an invading kingandmastermagician, anddescribed here (in
SamuelLaing's 1844translation) as both shapeshifter and seidhr-worker:

Odincouldtransform his shape: his bodywouldlie as ifdead, or asleep; but thenhe
wouldbe in shapeof a fish, orworm,or bird,or beast,andbe off in a twinkling to distant
lands uponhis ownor otherpeople'sbusiness. Withwordsalonehe couldquenchfire,still
the oceanin tempest, and turn thewind to anyquarter he pleased... Sometimes evenhe
calledthe dead outof theearth, or sethimselfbesidetheburial-mounds; whencehe was
calledthe ghost-sovereign, and lordof themounds...Odinunderstood alsothe art inwhich
thegreatest power is lodged, andwhichhe himselfpracticed; namely, what is calledmagic
[seidhr]. Bymeansof thishe couldknowbeforehand thepredestined fateofmen,or their
not yet completed lot;and alsobringon the death, ill-luck, or badhealthof people, andtake
the strength orwit fromonepersonandgiveit to another. But aftersuchwitchcraft
followed suchweakness andanxiety [ergzl, that itwas not thoughtrespectable formen to
practice it; andtherefore thepriestesses werebroughtup in thisart (Online Medieval and
Classical Library Release #15b,ht1p://sunsite.
berkeley.edu/OMACUHeimskringla/ynglingahtrnl.)

For thewordsgivenin parentheses, the translation is particularly problematic.
Thisextractimplies that seidhr-practice was valueddifferently inmen and inwomen.
Thewordergi, translated into this 19thcenturydiscourse as ''weaknessandanxiety",
mightbe more accurately glossedas "demasculinization". Thereis considerable debate
over thisword,withintheHeathencommunity and amongresearchers, thoughthis
debateis outside the scopeof thepresentarticle. A manwhowas "ergi' may havebeen
eithera receptive partnerinmalehomosexuality, or engaging in someotheractivity
viewedas appropriate forwomenbut notmen. Seidhr-work is associated elsewhere
withOdhinn, in a poemwhichstates"Yggrperformed seidhrat Rind"and another,
Locasenna, 24 fromthePoeticEdda, whereLoki raisesthe accusation of"ergt' against
Odhinn,
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Ennflicseidhakodho Samseyo i
oc draptu avet:sem valor;

vitcaHid fortu veifliodhyfir,
oc hugdhaecflat argsadhal.
(''Locasenna,'' 24,Kuhn andNecke11962:101.)

Butyouoncepracticed seidhron Samsey
andyoubeaton thednun as seeresses do (valor, volvas)
in the likeness of a vitkiyoujourneyedamongpeople
and I thoughtthat showedan erginature.

(''Loki'sQuarrel," 24,Larrington's translation, P 89,modified to givemoreprecision
inwordsrelating to seidhr.)

In thepassagefromYnglingasaga quotedabove, it is clearthatOdhinn's
practice of seidhrdoesnot onlyrelateto fore-knowing and fore-telling the fates of
people'slives, but tomagically inflencing thesefates: he could''bringon the death, ill-
luck,or bad healthof people, and take the strength orwit fromonepersonandgiveit to
another."WithintheHeathencommunity, Kveldulfr Gundarsson has claimedthat
seidhris always used to denote negative practices - and doesnot relatespecifically to
foretelling, but ratherto contacting spirits for thatpurpose or forpurposes of ill-wishing,
"messingwithpeople'sminds",affectingmotivation or intention, courage or
concentration - whereas spa, referring to foretelling, was viewedpositively in the old
litemture. Thewordvolvarelatedto a womanwhohadknowledge.

Gundarsson drawson the oldmaterial to suggestthat forbothmen and
womenseidhrwas viewedas negative, evenevil.Hewouldapparently nametoday's
practices spa and tuiseta; not seidhr. Someseidhr-workers disagree, pointing out thatthe
termmayhavebecomeincreasingly negative due to Christianization, anddrawon the
workof, for instance, JennyJochens (1996) who suggests from a studyof termsused in
the sagasand in lawcodesthatmagical practice (fjiilkyngz) was originally a complexof
female skills, whichbecametakenoverby malepmctitioners, with someof theseskills
thenviewedverynegatively, others (spa) positively. Eventhe (negative) termfordtedha,
originally used ofwomen,becamea termused onlyformen,as an insultforwhich full
compensationwas demanded in law!

Jochens suggests that "Rooteddeep inpaganism, the oldestmagical figure in
the northwas not the skilledmalemagician but the female diviner," (1996:130).

Conventional scholarship has it thatseidhrwas women'smagic, andwas evil:
menwho tookto performing it were therefore seenas evil also,and termssuchas ergi
applied. It maybe, however, thatwomen'smagicwas onlyseenas "evil"depending on
the observer'spointof view. Awomanormanwhousesknowledge forprotection may
be seenas "evilly" workingagainstan aggressor- from the aggressor's pointof view.
In anycase,we haveoneword- fordadha - referring to a woman(originally) who
engages in deedsagainstthe community, regardless ofwhetherthesearemagical-

Seeing might be only one component ofwhat one
who was fjolkyngi -possessing much (magical)
knowledge - could do. A number ofaccounts refer
to people who change shape, to avoid enemies, to

seek knowledge, or to cause trouble.

andmanywordswhichreferto techniques or knowledge gained, spdkona; seidhkona;
fjiilkyngi. The secondwomanmagic-worker fromKormaks Saga, fi6rdis, is termed
bothspdkona andfordadha. The distinction seemsto dependonwho she isworking
for at the time,andwhosepointof viewis expressed in the saga,withspdkona as a
termof respectforherknowledge, for themostpart,fordtedha a termof abuse. Seidhr
performed bymen,or by largenumbers of eitherfemales ormales, mayhavebeen
politically threatening; also,with increasing Christian influence, gendercategories seem
to havebecomemuchmorerigidso that the charge of ergi, formenperforming
activities otherwise associated withwomen,mayhavebecomeincreasingly important
overtime.

Conclusion: seidhrand its valuation today
Jochens tellsus that"Although thewordvolvoneverappeared in the law

codes, the practice of divination andprophesy continued." (1996:129) Toher,this
indicates that thesewerebeingperformed increasingly bymen, including churchmen,
who tookoverthe practice of spa, and to a largeextentrune-work. And thisdivination
becameincreasingly problematic. However, the factthatthewordvolvaneverappeared
and thatmalepractice was increasingly targeted as unlawful doesnotnecessarilymean
thatwomenceasedpmcticing, onlythattheywere less targeted. Katherine Morris
(1991) appears to suggest that "seekingfor knowledge" in Icelandremained part of the
complexof activities thatwereappropriate forwomen: it becameproblematic only
whenmenpracticed it,possibly (inmy conjecture) forpolitical reasons.

Iceland's currentAllsherjargodhi, JOrmundur Ingi,believes thatwomenin
Icelandhavemaintained someof thepmctices associated withseidhr, often
unthinkingly, as everyday activities, simplythingsthatwomendo in theirhouseholds
andkitchens:

I remember whenI was a littlekid livingout in the country, there'salways something
thatthewomenwouldclosethemselves into thekitchen, to, ah, to do somethingsthatthey
werewhispering about, andthemenwouldsimplykeepaway ...andwewerejust littlekids,
we sometimes stayedin there, theydidn't botherwithus.Theyweredoingsomesortof
littlemagictrickswhichwe didn't knowwasmagicandprobably theydidn't knoweither...
fromsomesignsorwhatever, usuallyyouknow, whomtheyshouldmarryor howthings
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The seisr-workers of saga-times appear to
have been mostly female: male practitioners -
in the late, Christian accounts that we have -
were deemed to be H ergi", un-masculine,
possibly crossing gender barriers in ways

not then acceptable.
shouldgo and soon,and so theyhavebeen doingit all the time.

The extenttowhichtheseactivities wouldbe considered seidhrisof course
debatable. Theword seemsto covera rangeofmeanings, not necessarily the sameas
thoseof theHeathenperiod. HoweverJfumundur's pont is thatpractice of "magic"by
womenwas continued, as part of everdaylife. On occasion thispractice, andpossible
linkswithseidhror spa, couldbecomemoreevident, aswith the comingof the
"spiritualism"movement to Iceland, in the 19thcentury:

. .. whilethismovementwassortof a fringe movement everywhere else,itwashere
partof,ah, high society. It wasintroduced intoIcelandmostlybypriestsand lawyers ... so
rightfromthe start, it gota socially accepted stampon it, itwas the in thing,to be an
adherent of this,andverystrangely whathappenedwas thatwomenwouldflockto this,and
all of a sudden, youwouldhavemediums, women, everywhere, andthemostastounding
thingaboutthatwas thattheyway theywereconducting theseseances, what theywere
doingof course, wasthatyou canread the storyof the Valva, in the sagaof ErictheRed,
and theyheldthe ceremony exactly. So I havethe theorythatwomenweredoingthisall
throughtheChristian era,theyweresimplyhavinglittleceremonies likethatwithout even
realizing thatthiswasreligion, thiswasjust something thatwomendid,andmendidn't
interfere in (Interview, 1997).

Elsewhere seidhrisbeingrevived, as statedat thebeginning of thispaper, in
associationwith the reconstruction ofHeathenism, as a specific setof skills. By
whatever meansthe LOth-century gendering of seidhrcameabout, in today'sAsatni in
NorthAmericathemajority of seidhr-workers are female, witha nurnberof gaymen,
and fewerheterosexual men,amongthebest-knownpractitioners. Womenandgaymen
haveheldmarginal positions inNorthAmerican societywithinrecenthistory, andgay
men are still marginalized in populardiscourses towhichsomeAsatni followers
subscribe. However, high-seat seidhr-working isnow comingto be an expected part of
larger-scale Heathengatherings, thoughits techniques are stillregarded with some
suspicion and its rituals viewedby someasmarginal to the "mainpurpose" of the
gathering. Othermembers ofEarthReligions arealsocomingintocontactwithoracular
seidhr, at festivals or localevents.

How seidht; spit, or shamanic journeying is viewedwithinHeathenism, or
Asatr6, depends verymuchonwhichgroupone focuses on.Manypeopleare

enthusiastic aboutthe techniques, and abouttheirpotential foruse in healingand
alternative medicine, as wellas divination. Theyalsoseejourneying and tuiseta as a
way to gainpersonal knowledge of deities andotherwights, and so to explore the
possibilities of the religion together withconceptions of selfand spirit Others clingto
an imageofAsatru as a religion of vikingwarriors, andrejectsignsof ,'weakness"
(including seidhr, women'smagic, andgaymen).Thepositionof seidhris beingplayed
out against a background of debate onwho orwhatAsatniorHeathenism is.Though
someconventional scholarship stillassociates seidhrwithevil,scholars within
Heathenism andEarthReligions generally areraisingquestions andexploring
possibilities raisedby different definitions. My hope is thatthisarticle contributes to that
debate, aswellas to an examination of how today'sworkers are reconstructing seidhr
alongwith someof its dilemmas and contradictions, as shamanic practice withinlate-
twentieth-century Heathenism.

This article has itsbasisin apapergivenat the
Conference onShamanism inContemporary Society,

Newcastle-upon-Iyne, June1998.
The author maybereachedatjenny.blain@dal.ca.
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JOURNEYING THE POLmCS OF ECSTASY:
Anthropological Perspectives on Neoshamanism
by Robert J. Wallis
University ofSouthampton

g n anthropology, archaeology and popular culture, 'Shamanism' may be one
of the most used, abused and misunderstood terms to date. Researchers are
increasingly recognising the socio-political roles of altered states of

consciousness and shamanism in past and present societies, yet the rise of
'Neoshamanism' and its implications for academics and their subjects of study is
consistently neglected. Moreover, many academics marginalise neoshamans and, as
a result, neoshamanic interaction with anthropology, archaeology and indigenous
peoples is often regarded as neocolonialism. To complicate the matter, indigenous
peoples express multivocal opinions of Neoshamanism, from blatant condemnation
to active encouragement. I first trace the roots ofNeoshamanism in order to
compare neoshamanic and academic approaches. Criticisms of Neoshamanism as
expressed by academic and native critics are presented and I suggest these
conflicting views are potentially reconcilable. Crucially, post-processualist praxis
should be practically implemented via programmes of research and communication.

The terms Neoshamanism and shamanism are used here to differentiate
'Western' shamanism from its more 'traditional' counterpart. The distinction does
not intend to privilege one over the other, nor is it exclusive; frequently the
practitioners blend so that definition is difficult. Indeed, defining shamanism is
intrinsically problematic, mainly because, as this paper suggests, it is a Western
construction. In this sense, a pristine form of 'classic' shamanism has never existed,
the idea is a fabrication.

Comparing Academe and Neoshamanism
Origins ofNeoshamanism stem from use of the term 'shamanism' in 18th

century ethnographic and antiquarian texts. The 'sam-n' were originally Siberian
Tungouse practitioners of altered states of consciousness encountered by German
explorers. But, by the end of the 18th century, 'shamanism' had become the generic
term used to describe similar forms of ecstatic religion (Flaherty 1992). Essentially
then, shamanism is an academic construct, a word for the West, its meaning
inevitably universalised, repeatedly re-fabricated, its definition contested. Fascinated
by its titillating bizarreness, people romanticised shamanism, associated themselves
with the 'noble savage' and became neoshamans. Goethe, for instance, probably

styled Faust as a shaman, (Flaherty 1989) thereby paving the way for 'the artist as
the shaman of higher civilisation' (Flaherty 1988). Neoshamanism and academic
study of shamanism essentially emerge at the same time then, both approaching
indigenous peoples, past and present, in ways which are politically sensitive.

Criticisms of Neoshamanism
Neoshamanism today describes a spiritual path for personal empowerment

utilising altered states of consciousness and the shaman's world-view. A primary
source text is Michael Harner's The Way ofthe Shaman (1980). Once Professor of
anthropology, Hamer and colleagues at the Foundation for Shamanic Studies
currently teach courses in experiential shamanism throughout the Western world. In
The Basic Workshop, participants are taught that anyone can enter an altered state of
consciousness or trance, which Hamer names the 'shamanic state of consciousness'
(SSC). During shamanic experience people lie down and relax with their eyes closed
or covered. The 'journey', accompanied by monotonous drumming, begins by
entering the earth at a place well known in the physical world such as a cave, and
the experient then travels down a tunnel, into a spirit world. Here, the aspirant meets
and interacts with spirit helpers and power animals and, as he or she becomes more
adept, leams divination and to heal sickness. These 'Core Shamanism', 'Hamer
Method' techniques are probably the most widely known and practised in the West,
and have come under the closest criticism (see, for example Johnson 1995, Harvey
1997).

For instance, during his publishing career Johnson believes Harner shifts
"from the particular to the universal, from the locative to the utopian" (Johnson
1995:171). 'Core shamanism' is described as being universal to shamanism across
space and time, thus decontextualising aspects of shamanism from its original
'owners'. Furthermore, Harner's techniques are held to be safe but this is in sharp
contrast with many shamanic traditions which can be dangerous and potentially life-
threatening. According to Brown (1989) neoshamans avoid this 'dark side of the
shaman' , such as death threats and battling with malevolent spirits.

Neoshamanism is also portrayed as something available for everyone.
Westerners can chose shamanism as a spiritual way of life. This is in contrast to
many 'traditional' shamans whose roles are viewed with a healthy fear in their
societies. Shamanic trance is often described as being painful, can kill as well as
heal, and characteristically, the spirits chose the shaman, not the other way round. In
another instance, Hamer is accused of decontextualising when selling Western
orientated 'rapid results', in terms of spiritual development and healing (see, for
example, Atkinson 1992: 322). In contrast, the 'traditional' shamanic path is not a
psychological tool for self-discovery or empowerment which can be used for a few
minutes with dramatic results. In my view, Hamer erroneously privileges the
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shaman's altered state of consciousness then, when stating that what a shaman can
do in a few minutes takes a yogi many years (Harner 1980:xiii).

Johnson suggests an inevitable 'individualising' inherent in Neoshamanism:
"a plurality of religions ... leads to ... a focus on individual agency, choice, 'needs'
and preference in the religious 'marketplace' ... an obsession with the 'self' ...
individuals are free and capable of converting to any religious system in any place
and at any time" (Johnson 1995:174). Emphasis on the individual inner journey,
personal psychology and explanations according to Jungian archetypes, suggests to
Johnson that Neoshamanism psychologises the world of the 'traditional' shaman
leaving itself open to "the risk of solipsism" (Johnson 1995: 175).

'Appropriation' (indeed misappropriation) is not 100harsh a charge in some
instances where Neoshamanism interacts with 'traditional' shamanism, even
perpetuating racist stereotypes of indigenous peoples. Early ethnographic notions of
'Indians' as Naturvolker (natural peoples) and medicine 'men' who work a spirit
world in harmony with nature, inaugurated the Western masculinist primitive
premise (Kehoe 1990). Kehoe describes how inauthentic 'plastic medicine men'
such as Hungry Wolf reinforce these stereotypes in their 'teachings' of native
spirituality. Rather than actually promoting respect and sensitivity towards native
peoples as intended, these authors paradoxically portray mistaken and outmoded
ideas, while believing they are getting closer to the native shaman's viewpoint. As
Harvey points out, "some Pagans appropriate shamanic techniques without returning
any benefit to the 'donors', they appear to be 'playing Indians' and some even insult
the 'Indians' by continuing to use the derogatory term 'Red Man" (Harvey
1997:120). Clearly, as Kehoe suggests, many neo-shamanic writers adopt imperialist
approaches, "defining for themselves the mission of bringing their 'knowledge' of
American Indian spirituality to the peoples of modem Europe and America" (Kehoe
1990:195).

This neo-colonial attitude perhaps affects Harner's Foundation for
Shamanic Studies which appears somewhat naive in Johnson's description, when it:

... awards monetary contributions to those they designate 'Living Treasures of
Shamanism', such as Wangchuk, a 68-year-old Tibetan shaman living in exile
in Nepal. While the award serves the admirable goals of enabling the shaman to
continue to practise his 'traditional' form and preserving the rituals on tape for
archives both in Tibet and at the Foundation, it also, in an ironic twist, promotes
itself to arbiter and authority over who is and who is not a 'true shaman'
(Johnson 1995:172).

IndigenousPerspectives: Neoshamanism as Spiritual Genocide?
Many native critics compare neoshamans and anthropologists in terms of

cultural imperialism. Hobson, a Cherokee critic, coined the term 'whiteshaman

... shamanism is an academic construct, a word for
the West, its meaning inevitably universalised,

repeatedly re-fabricated, its definition contested.
Fascinated by its titillating bizarreness, people

romanticised shamanism, associated themselves with
the 'noble savage' and became neoshamans.

movement' to describe white poets who assume the persona of Native American
shamans in their writings (Hobson 1978). 'Whiteshamans' compare the poet's
vocation with the shaman's in order to addauthenticity to their work, but Native
Americans strongly criticise them (see comments by Rose 1992) because they do
not make their actual ethnicity plain. Andy Smith (Cherokee member ofWomen of
all Red Nations) suggests: "the New Age movement is part of a very old story of
white racism and genocide against the Indian people" (Smith 1994:168). According
to these writers, cultural imperialism continues, with the spiritual persona of
indigenous peoples now up for grabs (Kehoe 1990), by 'Wannabee Indians' (Green
1988).

Castile (1996) considers this a 'Commodification of Indian Identity' and
suggests it creates a market for Indian teachers: ''The audience of these teachers is
not the Indian communities they claim to represent, but the book-, lecture-, and even
ordeal-buying public - the litterateurs of dominance" (Castile 1996:745). In
response, 'real' Indians endeavour to expose "the falsity of the unreal" (Castile
1996:745), the "Great Pretenders" (Rose 1992). Of concern then, is the legitimacy of
shamanistic teachers and teachings (see, for example, Joralemon 1990). For
example, 'women's mysteries' are in vogue at present and a concomitant surge of
female neoshamans has emerged (for example, the 'female Castaneda' Lynn
Andrews). But, were women in Native American and other shamanic traditions
afforded the attentions Western women are now afforded?

'NativeAmerican' Teachers
The diversity of opinions becomes more complicated when 'genuine'

native shamans encourage neoshamans and teach them their practices. Peruvian
shaman Eduardo Calderfm, for instance, publicised by anthropologist Douglas
Sharon, promoted by Alberto Villoldo (Joralemon 1990). Black Elk published his
Ogala Sioux medicine practices via Neihardt (1932), and clearly meant his visions
and life story to be read by both natives and Westerners. Similar divulgence of
previously 'secret' knowledge has been given by many Native Americans, including
Leonard Crow Dog, Lame Deer and Brooke Medicine Eagle. The idea of 'mixed
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Neoshamanism's interactions with native
shamans can be seen as a positive force for

indigenous peoples; ideologically and financially
supporting, publicising and drawing considerable

attention to, the rights and acts of cultures
formerly and currently suppressed.

blood, mixed ethnicity, shamanic paths' however, highlights the problems of
authenticity and legitimacy which concern some critics of Neoshamanism.

For instance, popular use of the Lakota sweat lodge ceremony by
neoshamans, has recently been condemned by some Native Americans elders: they
state the ceremony is not to be enacted by non-Natives. Fulfilling the (mainly)
Lakota elders' request is not a simple matter however. What of 'mixed bloods'; to
what extent does 'tradition' belong to them? And, where natives, mixed bloods and
neoshamans are encouraged to meet in sweat lodge ceremonies, it is impossible to
discriminate according to blood-lines alone. Indeed, the one-quarter blood denoting
genuine Indians is a problematic concept (Castile 1996:744), and determining where
genuine 'culture' or 'tradition' begins and ends is a matter of opinion.

Kehoe is damning of Sun Bear and his 'Bear Tribe' , perceiving an easy to
consume spirituality, purely for profit making (Kehoe 1990:199-200). She suggests
the 'Medicine Wheel' teachings used by Sun Bear and popularised by Hyemeyohsts
Storm were simply of utilitarian value in Cheyenne society (Kehoe 1990:200; see
also Rose 1992). Storm's Native American ancestry is questionable according to
Kehoe however, as is that of other popular so called 'Native American' teachers.
Storm, alongside Carlos Castaneda and Lynn Andrews is immensely popular; their
books on shamanism are unquestionably the most widely read and the Medicine
Wheel teachings are particularly well known. Yet, the 'authenticity' of Castaneda's
and Andrews' teachings is hotly disputed.

The issue of payment for teaching provides another reason for people to
slander Neoshamanism. Kehoe criticises Wallace Black Elk who is genuine Lakota
and charges for shamanic seminars and workshops. And Smith states: ''True spiritual
leaders do not make a profit from their teachings, whether its through selling books,
workshops, sweat lodges, or otherwise. Spiritual leaders teach the people because it
is their responsibility to pass what they have learned from their elders to the younger
generations. They do not charge for their services" (Smith 1994:168).

"Seeing' toward 'Extra Pay'
This discussion shows how Neoshamanism is strongly criticised by

academics and native peoples. In some respects however, Neoshamanism compares
with traditional shamanism and benefits the cultures 'borrowed' from: what Harvey
calls giving 'extra pay' to shamanism (Harvey 1997). For instance, many neo-
shaman's describe experiences which are anything but safe. Howard Charing, co-
founder of Eagle's Wing for Contemporary Shamanism, UK, told me that a near-
fatal and almost disabling lift crash lead to communication with spirits and
subsequent healing (personal comm.). Only later did he come to call these practices
'shamanism' . Another informant, explained that while conventional medicine was
unable to help a psychopathological condition, communication with spirits allowed a
self-healing; in retrospect he understands his experiences as 'shamanic'.
Furthermore, Wiger (Bend & Wiger 1987) reports how sex and drug abuse,
prostitution and multiple personality disorder were overcome with shamanic
techniques which she now teaches.

In these examples, the individuals did not 'chose' shamanism and their
descriptions parallel the 'calling', 'initiatory sickness' and self-healing of shamans
world-wide; they are 'wounded healers' (Halifax 1982). Furthermore, many
neoshamans express beliefs in spirit worlds and spirits outside themselves. These
testimonies exemplify Harvey's idea that some neoshamans substantially change
their views beyond safe and acceptable Jungian (and other) psychological models.

Neoshamanism's interactions with native shamans can be seen as a positive
force for indigenous peoples, ideologically and financially supporting, publicising
and drawing considerable attention to, the rights and acts of cultures formerly and
currently suppressed. Harner, for instance, does emphasise the complexity of
shamanic cultures (they are not evolutionarily simple) and the value of their modes
of awareness (altered states are not just for 'hippies' and the 'insane'). The 'Living
Treasures' award, though viewed with scepticism by some, suggests Neoshamanism
is giving back to the cultures it has 'borrowed' from.

Indeed, where Neoshamanism is active in environmental education for
instance, it "moves towards being properly shamanic ... the word is paid extra: it is
honoured as a force for change, an imperative in the growth and evolution of
Paganism" (Harvey 1997:117). The socio-political context for Neoshamanism and
its benefits is becoming evident; indeed, in the context of Paganism, Neoshamanism
''becomes an important part of the postmodern critique ofmodem society" (Harvey
1997:122), not simply a symptom of modernity, ofneo-liberalism.

Interestingly, representatives from Native American, Sami and Inuit groups
have approached Harner, requesting that he teach 'core shamanism' to restore their
sacred knowledge which was lost due to conquest and missionisation (Harner
personal comm.). Perhaps this is another example ofNeoshamanism's benefits,
although indigenous critics may instead see a white shaman returning stolen
shamanism in a revamped format to aboriginal owners. It is pertinent to note
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however, that most criticisms surround Hamer's basic workshop and its methods.
The less publicised, more advanced training programmes, certainly contain aspects
which require considerable skill and strength on the part of the practitioner (Harner
personal comm.), and compare more suitably with traditional shamanisms.

'Extra pay' may also be given in use of the term shaman itself.
Neoshamans tend to find the prefix 'Neo-' offensive; to themselves, they are
shamanic practitioners. There is also a general consensus that to call oneself a
shaman is inflated, at least a little suspect, and to an extent disrespectful to
'traditional' shamans. Hamer's workshops in particular promote this perspective. In
this instance the term becomes honorific: you don't call yourself a shaman, but other
people do; neoshamans in this case, honour 'traditional' shamans by using the term
sensitively.

Conclusion
This paper has presented various criticisms and benefits of the

Neoshamanism movement. Perspectives among all the interest groups are extremely
diverse, often deeply personalised and politically motivated; it is therefore unrealistic
to suggest there is a single 'right' view. At the individual level, it is possible to single
out certain charlatans, or 'well-rounded' practitioners, even extremist voices; yet all
are likely to conflict in some way. As with 'traditional' shamanism, Neoshamanism
is not an homogenous entity. Simply put, and from my own perspective,
Neoshamanism has its good and bad points and too many voices downplay
opposing views.

By focusing on criticisms, many academics neglect positive aspects of
Neoshamanism, which merely legitimates avoidance of its impact on their subjects
of study. Furthermore, academics are reticent to recognise benefits of the
shamanistic approach in recent studies. In all, they are 'shamanophobic' (Dowson
1996) and aim to strengthen this position with 'neo-shamanophobia'. Paradoxically
though, I have shown how academic and neo-shamanic approaches are intrinsically
comparable, indeed they are historically related.

Following a circular argument then, academics, when they do examine
shamanism, tend to universalise it. They then criticise neo-shamanic universalising
and decontextualising, actually reproduced from academic publications! Similarly,
as Atkinson states: ''The romanticisation of shamanism by its current Euroamerican
promoters is also unsettling for anthropologists (despite - or perhaps because of -
their own familiarity with romantic tropes)" (Atkinson 1992:323).

Crucial, I think, to both shamanism studies and when approaching
Neoshamanism, is socio-political context. The perspectives presented here show all
too clearly the 'politics of ecstasy' . Exploring shamanism world-wide, past and
present, in Western and non-Western societies, need not denote a metanarrative.

Dowson's 'elements of shamanism' (Dowson, in press) suggest: shamans enter an
altered state of consciousness, interact with a spirit world and have their role
sanctioned by the community. This approach promotes cross-cultural studies of
shamanism in terms of certain features, but stresses the importance of cultural
context in order to embrace diversity. Apart from enabling a better approach to
shamanism, emphasising socio-political specificity facilitates appreciation of
Neoshamanism as an embodiment and expression of the contemporary West, a
consciousness and culture we are all inseparable from. When considered in this
light, Neoshamanism cannot be ignored.

As an archaeologist, I believe that archaeology is a discipline which has
ignored neoshamans, their views and practices, without recognising their intellectual
and experiential impact on our subjects of study (Wallis 1998). Future research will
suggest guidelines and potential action which should reciprocally benefit all interest
groups. For instance, while current academics can revise the work of their forebears,
it is also vital to express current ideas in the popular realm so that stereotypes
embedded in the public imagination can be changed. Furthermore, indigenous critics
draw attention to manifestly negative aspects of Neoshamanism, but have yet to
discuss the issues with neoshamans directly in what may be a productive dialogue.

I think the at face-value conflicting modes of consciousness expressed by
the groups concerned, are potentially reconcilable, via informed research and much
needed communication. Academics and indigenous people are embarking on
productive dialogues which look towards mutual benefit and understanding.
Similarly, people involved with shamanism and Neoshamanism must be encouraged
to develop forums for meeting, and ways of communicating and understanding each
other's perspective. This consideration seems timely, for if avoidance of
Neoshamanism continues, an hitherto neglected contemporary shamanic agenda for
the archaeological past and ethnographic present will compromise curators into
increasingly difficult positions.

This is a revised version ofa paper presented as 'Altered States,
Conflicting Cultures: Shamans, Neoshamans andAcademics,' at the Society for the

Anthropology ofConsciousness Spring Conference 1998, Portland Oregon.
This article will be re -published in expandedform,

with a more comprehensive bibliography, in the AOC Journal.
Mr Wallis may be reached at <R.J.Wallis@soton.ac.uk>.
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THE OLD RELIGION
by Richard Smoley
Editor, Gnosis Magazine

7 he theme of this article is a movement that has been called the fastest-
growing religion in the US. Nobody knows exactly how many Americans
identify themselves as Witches, Wiccans, and Neopagans. The number

has been estimated as anywhere from 200,000 to 500,000, but there are no hard
statistics and few formal organizations. Besides, religious prejudice still makes it
expedient for may of today's Pagans to keep quiet about their preferences.

The first question, of course, is just what Neopaganism is. Many of its
adherents say it's an attempt to return to the polytheistic faith that prevailed in
Europe before Christianity. And while the word "witchcraft" used to be applied
to any form of attempted sorcery or enchantment, modem Witches see the matter
differently. Many of them regard themselves as the heirs of a specific form of
this ancient faith. They call it "the Old Religion."

They draw their inspiration from Margaret Murray, an early 20th century
scholar who investigated the witch hunts that seized Europe sporadically between
1450 and 1750. Before Murray's time, historians had assumed that the witch
hunts were a form of mass psychosis projected onto some unfortunate
individuals (chiefly women). But in books like The Witch-Cult in Northern
Europe (1921) and The God of the Witches (1931), Murray contended that there
werewitches, and that they were really adherents of the Old Religion who had
been driven underground. They met in covens of thirteen members each, and
they worshipped a deity known as the Homed God, whom the Christians equated
with the Devil.

Murray's theories were endorsed by Gerald Gardner, a retired customs
official who happened upon what he claimed was a practicing coven in
England's New Forest in the late 1930s. In a number of books including
Witchraft Today (1955), Gardner set out the theory and practice of this religion,
which he called Wicca. (This word is used today as an abstract noun more or less
equivalent to "Witchcraft;' but actually it's an Old English world meaning "male
witch"; the feminine equivalent is wicce).Gardnerian Wicca is still practiced
today throughout the English-speaking world.

Both Murray and Gardner said the Old Religion worshipped the deity in
a dual aspect - the Homed God, or Cemunnos, and the Great Goddess, known
as Diana, Herodias, or Aradia. Today many Witches and Neopagans focus their
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rites around the central mystery of this divine union of male and female. In
recent years, however, for many Neopagans the Goddess has come to be seen as
the more important figure (Starhawk, The Spiral Dance, 1989:22-23).

Again scholarship has played its role in this development. As early as
1861, a Swiss jurist named J.J. Bachofen was arguing that before the male-
dominated social system that we know from written history, humanity had had a
phase when it was matriarchal: women were socially dominant and descent was
traced through female lines.

Bachofen's theory proved highly influential. A version of it resurfaced
in The White Goddess by the poet Robert Graves, published in 1948, in which
Graves argued from his own rather idiosyncratic use of evidence that Europe had
in prehistoric times worshipped the goddess of the moon - the White Goddess
of his title.

Graves admitted that he had written his book in a kind of Muse-inspired
frenzy, but that didn't keep it from being taken as history. Archaeologist James
Mellaart's excavations at Catal Hiiyiik in Asia Minor seemed to corroborate the
existence of this matrifocal phase of civilization. The Lithuanian archaeologist
Marija Gimbutas took up this theme and developed it further in books like The
Language of the Goddess (1989). Together with Murray's and Gardner's ideas,
these theories have been woven into a kind of foundation myth for today's
Neopaganism.

According to this view, in the Neolithic era people throughout most of
Europe lived in a peaceful, egalitarian society that was ruled by women (to the
extent that it was ruled at all). It was this phase of civilization that produced the
enormous numbers of figurines that have been found of rotund, obese, often
pregnant female figures. These were images of the Great Goddess.

This peaceful culture was destroyed by the coming of the Indo-
Europeans, a war-like, patriarchal race that swept in from the steppes on
horseback and crushed "Old Europe;' setting up a belligerent, hierarchical, male-
ruled society. We are the descendants of that culture.

The patriarchy reached its zenith - or nadir, depending on your point
of view - with Christianity, which, after it came to power, systematically
attempted to extirpate the old Pagan religion. The new, upstart faith was very
much focused on the transcendent. Unlike the Old Religion, it taught people to
hate their bodies and to hate the earth, laying the ground for today's sexual hang-
ups and the ecological crisis.

The process of conversion to Christianity took centuries; the witch hunts
of the early modem era were the last phase of warfare against the Old Religion.
And it was a true holocaust: according to a frequently cited figure, nine million
Witches were killed during these centuries, nearly all of them women (eg,

Graves admitted that he had written his book in a kind
of Muse-inspired frenzy, but that didn't keep it from
being taken as history. Archaeologist James Mellaart's
excavations at Catal Hiiyiik in Asia Minor seemed to
corroborate the existence of this matrifocal phase of

civilization.... Marija Gimbutas took up this theme and
developed it further ... Together with Murray's and

Gardner's ideas, these theories have been woven into a
kind of foundation myth for today's Neopaganism.

Gardner 1955:35 et passim; Starhawk 1989:20). The Old Religion went into
hiding for centuries, and resurfaced only in the mid-20th century when the
Christian establishment had lost its power.

This is an extremely compelling myth: you will find it stated over and
over again in countless Neopagan books and magazines. Many Wiccans and
Neopagans seem to regard it as a matter of historical fact. Unfortunately,
according to most scholars today, nearly every detail of this picture is wrong.

The concept of a Goddess civilization today is a minority view among
scholars, most of whom regard Gimbutas' views as highly speculative and as
taking excessive liberties with the evidence; Emory University historian
Elizabeth Fox-Genovese dismissed them as little more than "absurdities"
(Osborne 1998:52).

Adherents of Gimbutas' theories regard such criticisms as evidence of
an entrenched patriarchal mind-set (eg, see the interview with Starhawk and
Carol Christ in Gnosis, Summer 1998:29-34). But the evidence is considerably
more moot than many of today's Neopagans believe. Just to take one example:
"Male figurines constitute only 2 or 3 percent of all Old European figurines;'
Gimbutas contended (1989:175). But Lotte Motz, in her book The Faces ofthe
Goddess, argues that "images of men and animals are just as numerous as those
of women" (Osborne 1998:53). Moreover, as more than one scholar has pointed
out, there is nothing in the female figures themselves that indicates that they are
necessarily images of a deity (Hutton 1991:4).

Until recently Catal Hiiyiik was considered to be the one
incontrovertible site of a matrifocal society. But now scholars aren't even sure of
that. Ronald Hutton, a British historian not unsympathetic to Paganism, writes,
"We cannot tell ... whether the women of Catal Hiiyiik were powerful, feared,
and honored, or suspected, feared, and constrained" (1991:42). As for the Indo-
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European invaders, our picture of them has been complicated by the fact that, to
judge from some archaeological evidence, women were warriors and leaders in
this supposedly patriarchal culture (Osborne 1998:51-53). Were the warlike Indo-
Europeans more egalitartian and feminist than the peaceful people of Old
Europe? We really don't know.

We don't even know if the people of Old Europe were peaceful. Carol
Christ says that mainstream academe refuses to admit that there was a phase of
history when war was unknown. One archaeologist found exactly the opposite.
Lawrence H. Keeley, a professor at the University of Chicago, wanted to get a
grant to investigate an Early Neolithic fortification in Belgium dating to c.5OO0
BeE. He couldn't get the grant because the prevailing academic opinion was that
Neolithic societies were peaceful, therefore they couldn't have fortifications.
Keeley had to rewrite his grant leaving out the term 'fortification' before he
could get any money. Once he did, he investigated the sites and found they were
in fact fortified. The experience led him to write a book about prehistoric warfare
and why scholars have so much trouble accepting it.

This is not to say that Gimbutas' theory is totally without merit. I
personally find it interesting, much as I find the theories of Graham Hancock and
Zecharia Sitchin interesting; they suggest that prehistory is far from clear-cut and
may differ radically from what the textbooks say. But many adherents of
Gimbutas' view not only seem to regard it as incontrovertibly proven, but are
even irate about these events that mayor may not have happened six or eight
thousand years ago. And this strikes me as going far beyond what is justified by
our present knowledge.

The witch hunts provide a similar situation. Most Wiccans and
Neopagans gingerly admit that there was no such thing as an organized Old
Religion in Murray's sense, but many still believe the witch hunts were an
organized effort to suppress Pagan survivals such as the 'cunning men' and
women, the folk healers and wizards of the villages of Western Europe. (The
commonly cited figure of nine million victims, by the way, is generally thought
to be ridiculously inflated; more sober estimates say that the witch hunts claimed

40,000-50,000 lives over three centuries, about 75% women. See Briggs 1996:8).
Even this picture is more complicated than you might think. The 'wise

women' and 'cunning men' often bore the brunt of witch accusation, it is true,
but they also created a lot of them. A contemporary account described the
process thus: "A man is taken lame; he suspecteth that he is bewitched; he
sendeth to the cunning man; he demandeth whom they suspect, and then sheweth
the image of the party in a glass" (Thomas 1971:549).

Today the standard academic view has reverted to the idea that the witch
hunts were not the persecution of the 'Old Religion' but were a delusion chiefly
generated by fears and suspicions rampant in the era, which were themselves
fueled by a social and economic crisis. The British historian Robin Briggs
observes. "Virtually everywhere it was the half-century between 1580 and 1630
which included the great majority of all [witch] trials; ... it is hard to avoid the
... inference that a simultaneous sharp decline in living standards and individual
security played a large part in this" (1996:292).

By this view, witch persecutions were a matter more of neighbor pitted
against neighbor than of the schemings of the Inquisition. Certainly the Catholic
Church fueled the witch-hunt craze at its outset, with a 1484 bull by Pope
Innocent vm declaring witchcraft a heresy (the Church had previously taught
that it did not exist) and with the publication of the Malleus Maleficarum ("The
Hammer of the Witches"), a lurid antiwitch text, in 1486.

On the other hand, over the next two centuries the officials of the
Inquisition became increasingly skeptical of witchcraft claims. Strange as it may
sound, the Inquisition often exercised a moderating influence on rabid witch
hunters in local courts. The countries where in Inquisition was the strongest -
Spain and Italy - had very few witch trials (Briggs 1996:327,335-36).

The history of Gardner's own influences is equally vexed. The most
ardent Gardnerians seem to believe that his coven's rites and doctrines can be
traced in an virtually pure form back to the pre-Christian era. But again, most
credible researchers don't buy this. They have found many 20th-century
influences on Gardner: Aleister Crowley; Charles Godfrey Leland, an American
who wrote a book called Aradia about his encounters with the Witches of
Tuscany; even Woodcraft, a movement started by the Canadian writer Ernest
Thompson Seton. For my self, I think it likely that Gardner's coven may have
had ancient roots but felt free to create and adapt new rituals and prayers, much
as Neopagans do today.

This is far too short a space in which to try to argue these points in
detail; I can only refer the reader to the works I've cited. My central point,
though, is this: Paganism is a legitimate religious impulse. To connect with the
divine through nature, through the feminine, and through the multiplicity of the
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world is honorable and necessary, But if Neopaganism is to take its place among
the great religions, it has to come to terms with its own history.

Here Neopaganism is in a sense in an opposite position from much of
mainstream Christianity, which, obsessed with an elusive chimera known as the
'historical Jesus,' has come more and more to cut itself off from spiritual
experience. Neopaganism, by contrast, with its abundance of rituals and
invocations, has plenty of room for experience but needs to deal more
forthrightly with its own past. If it does, it will probably find that it is the 'Old
Religion' not in a literalistic sense but in recapturing some of the deepest and
most ancient aspects of the spiritual impulse.

In an attempt to help advance this process, here is an "Alternate Reading
List" on Pagan history. These books and articles are all intelligent, well-
researched, and often dense. But if you're interested in contemporary scholarship
about the Goddess, the witch hunts, or ancient Paganism, they're well worth the
effort.
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An Archaeological Evaluation
of the Gimbutas Paradigm
by BrianHayden
Simon Fraser University

s an archaeologist, I foundMaraKeller's assessment of the discipline aod
Marija Gimbutas' contributions to it in the August 1998 issue of The
Pomegranateboth inaccurate and disturbing. Keller's portrayal of

archaeologists is a parody of the discipline a half century ago, while she uncritically
accepts Gimbutas' interpretations which are fraught with very real problems.

Archaeology
While there undoubtedly still are a few narrow empirical archaeologists

who hold positions such as Keller describes (uninterested in anything else beside the
artifacts themselves), the vast majority of archaeologists today are keenly interested
in cultural meaning, ritual, symbolism, myth, social structure, politics and issues of
gender. In fact, archaeologists have always been interested in these topics. The
discoveries ofMiddle and Upper Paleolithic burials at the beginning of this century
immediately gave rise to involved discussions of Paleolithic notions of the afterlife,
religion, and rituals by Bouyssonie and others. The documentation of incontestable
Paleolithic cave art in 1895, and the recognition of Paleolithic sculptured art some
decades before broadened and enriched the scope of inquiry into the realms of
sociopolitics and the supernatural. Similarly, discoveries ofMaya ruins, early
Mesopotamian temples and palaces such as those at Ur, megalithic monuments, and
the Minoan centers have engendered queries about political organization, religion,
and women's roles in societies long before Gimbutas began studying archaeology.
Even the "overly empiricist" New Archaeology had as its goal the reconstruction
and understanding of all aspects of past cultures. As Lewis Binford, the archdeacon
of archaeological empiricists, stated it in 1962: 'The formal structure of artifact
assemblages together with the between element contextual relationships should and
do present a systematic and understandable picture of the total extinct cultural
system (the emphasis is his)." Walter Taylor made essentially the same arguments in
1948 and tried to show how this might be done for some parts of past cultures.

The problem in wrestling with such issues as religion, mythology, and
gender, however, has always been how to evaluate the many conflicting ideas and
claims on these subjects, claims that range from extra-terrestrial origins, to
creationist accounts, to lost tribes from Israel, to diffusing influences from Egypt, to
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cultural evolution. The best scientists in all disciplines are always willing to consider
all the possibilities and to evaluate and re-evaluate them on their relative merits.

In archaeology, the problem has never been a lack of interest in these
topics, but rather the difficulty of using archaeological evidence in evaluating claims
and counter claims pertaining to these areas of interest. For example, it has never
been clear how gender-related activities or roles could be inferred from stone tools,
bone refuse, or pot shards. Burials can offer some insights, but they are often
ambiguous as Howard Wmters discovered in his attempts in the 1960s to deal with
this issue. While archaeologists have made great strides in developing new
approaches for understanding gender roles, political organization, social structures,
and religious behavior (see Renfrew and Bahn 1996), the process is far from
complete and there are still many contentious issues and problems. Nevertheless,
some things can be, and have been, established as reliable and realistic.

Keller also misrepresents archaeologists' views on specific topics. Contrary
to her claims, most archaeologists readily accept the close integration of economic,
social, and ritual spheres of activity in traditional societies. Archaeologists were
keenly interested in using myths to help locate sites and reconstruct past societies. In
fact, Henrich Schliemann used myths to locate and excavate Troy in the mid-
nineteenth century. Since then, many archaeological projects have followed his
example. Dumezil (1952, 1958), Littleton (1973), and others developed the study of
comparative mythology to study the religious, social, and political organization of
specific prehistoric cultures like the Proto Indo-Europeans. In his well-known
studies in the 1960s, Andre Leroi-Gourhan also used cave art to elucidate prehistoric
mythology and successfully demonstrated some of its basic components. For the
past two decades, Jacques Cauvin has been continuing this tradition in his analysis
ofNear Eastem Neolithic ideologies as well. Thus the use and study of mythology
is nothing new to archaeology. Keller's arguments that Gimbutas was a revolutionary
that tried to introduce studies ofmythology but was spumed by archaeologists
because they were hostile to dealing with such topics is simply untrue.

Keller also portrays archaeologists as rejecting Gimbutas' model of a
Bronze Age, war-like, patriarchal Indo-European culture which invaded Old Europe.
Yet, up until Renfrew's proposed alternative model of a Neolithic Indo-European
expansion, Gimbutas' model was, and may still be, the most widely accepted one.
The relative merits of the two models are still being actively debated as is normal in
scientific inquiry. Similarly, archaeologists have not generally been blinded by their
cultural values of an "exclusively male-centered concept of divinity:' The great
goddesses of Sumerian city states, such as Inanna, and the very prominent role of
goddesses in Minoan Crete and other Neolithic cultures have long been recognized
by leading scholars such as Noah Kramer, Arthur Evans, and James Mellaart. Keller
similarly misrepresents archaeologists' views on the origin of European civilization

Gimbutas completely ignores the overwhelming
importance of the bull as the main masculine element in
Neolithic religion ... As the dominant ideological symbol of

the Neolithic, the bull represented the antithesis of a
peacefully sedentary society or one in harmonious

equilibrium [and] seems to have established the tradition
of warrior sky-god dominated pantheons long before the

advent of the Bronze Age warrior gods like Zeus,
who, incidentally, also took the form of a bull.

and seems to misunderstand the technical definition of this term (equivalent to a
state with at least three levels of political hierarchy). She is also oblivious to any
notion of incremental cultural evolution involving complexity, inequality, and
political control through tribal, chiefdom and state levels.

In a broader context, she characterizes scientists, including archaeologists,
as divorced from the use of intuition. This, too, is patently erroneous as any reading
of the great physicists' ideas on nature and reality clearly shows (see especially
Wilber 1984, a book of essays by the leading physicists of this century). As in the
preceding examples, Keller seems to be misrepresenting archaeology as a discipline
so that she can sustain her thesis that Gimbutas' ideas about the existence of
Neolithic matrifocal societies have not gained any acceptance because of the narrow,
conspiratorial attitudes of archaeologists (and scientists in general) rather than the
actual merits of Gimbutas' ideas. This is a ploy which simply cannot be sustained in
this case. What the great thinkers of science do maintain is that before accepting
ideas or statements about the world as reliable or true, whether they derive from
intuition, logic, or other sources, they must undergo rigorous reality testing. Without
such a step, no real progress in understanding can be made. Remains from the past
constitute our primary means of testing our ideas about the past. So, let us see how
Gimbutas' notions stack up against the physical remains.

Archaeological Evidence
Accepting Gimbutas' interpretations at face value, Keller makes a number

of claims about Old European Neolithic society, and by extension, the Near Eastern
Neolithic culture from which it was derived. Keller claims there is no evidence of
war (no fortifications, no weapon caches), no warrior or father gods, no evidence of
hierarchies or dominant males, but abundant evidence for goddess worship and
artistic creations. Such an assessment has been contested by numerous
archaeologists of both sexes and diverse theoretical schools (see the articles cited by
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there is recurring evidence of human sacrifice both in
the PPNB cultures of the Middle Eastand in the heart of
the Old European cultures. Surely this is the ultimate
expression ofpowerand forced submission typical of

aggressive and dominating elites. It is utterly
unknown among truly egalitarian people.

Keller as well as Anthony's critiques [1995] and Hutton's overview [1991]). The
major critiques have been about Gimbutas' slipshod and highly subjective analyses
and her tendency to ignore or blatantly manipulate data that does not conform to her
ideas.

Gimbutas claims to have identified 30,000 goddess representations from
southeastern Europe, yet this data has never been presented in any form remotely
like a full analysis and many of the examples that she does illustrate are of
indeterminate sex or portray a wide range of animals and symbols that Gimbutas
assumes to represent a universal goddess. These symbols encompass a wide range of
phenomena, including: oblique parallel lines, horizontal parallel lines, vertical
parallel lines, chevrons, lozenges, zigzags, wavy lines, meanders, circles, ovals,
spirals, dots, crescents, U's, crosses, swirls, caterpillars, double axes, chrysalises,
horns, butterflies, birds, eggs, fish, rain, cows, dogs, does, stags, snakes, toads,
turtles, hedgehogs, bees, bulls, bears, goats, pigs, pillars, and sexless linear or
masked figures. One wonders what is left. Over 10 years ago, I drew attention to this
deficiency in methodology (Hayden 1986) and to the fact that at least some of these
forms are more generally associated with male deities (pillars, stags, bulls, snakes).
Given this poor quality foundation of the basic data, it is difficult to take Gimbutas'
subsequent claims very seriously.

Moreover, in adhering to her idee fixe approach to the archaeological data
in order to prove her ideas about goddess dominated cultures, Gimbutas completely
ignores the overwhelming importance of the bull as the main masculine element in
Neolithic religion - a role acknowledged by most archaeologists. Phalluses also
constitute an abundant Neolithic type of ritual artifact that has been generally
ignored by most prehistorians (Hutton 1991:42). As well, representations of bulls
are probably far more common than of goddesses, and bull representations are
sometimes prominently juxtaposed with goddess representations such as those in the
Neolithic shrines of Catal Hiiyiik:and in Minoan buildings. Cauvin (1994: 166, 176),
in his thorough synthesis of the Neolithic expansion from the Near East has even
termed the Neolithic the "People of the Bull" culture. According to Cauvin, the bull
is the major ideological theme in this culture, although goddess figures are also
prominent. He notes that the wild bull was a terrifying animal for prehistoric people,

an animal that symbolized brute instinctual force, violence, great power, great
virility, and great ferociousness. As the dominant ideological symbol of the
Neolithic, the bull represented the antithesis of a peacefully sedentary society or one
in harmonious equilibrium. The bull was later explicitly associated with Near
Eastern solar images such as the Bull of Heaven, and this association probably
existed in Neolithic times. Cauvin thinks that the bull was revered by the expanding
Neolithic peoples as a supernatural warrior patron similar to the eagle and jaguar
patrons of Aztec warriors. Cauvin argues that the bull, therefore, seems to have
established the tradition of warrior sky-god dominated pantheons long before the
advent of the Bronze Age warrior gods like Zeus, who, incidentally, also took the
form of a bull.

What other evidence exists to support Cauvin's views of the Neolithic?
First of all, he notes that the very fact that Near Eastern Pre-pottery Neolithic B
(PPNB) culture expanded at the rate of one kilometer per year from the Near East
to the farthest reaches of Europe is a strong indication by itself that Neolithic
cultures were not peaceful, especially since the indigenous cultures were generally
replaced rather than assimilated. It is naive to think that all the cultures in this
expansion area would politely vacate their traditiona1lands upon request of
foreigners.

Secondly, there is a strong emphasis on prestige items including carefully
made arrowheads that proliferate to a far greater extent than might be expected in
stock raising societies versus those that hunt wild game. This indicates that arrows
were being used for war and that war was a prestige activity (Cauvin 1994:168).
Similar observations have been made in western and northern Europe (Keeley 1997:
309).

Thirdly, there are many indications of fortified, palisaded, walled Neolithic
sites from early to late Neolithic times, from southeastern Europe (sites such as
Dimini in Greece) to northeastern Europe, including ones with mass graves in the
bottoms of encircling ditches. These are described in most standard works on the
Neolithic (see Scarre 1984; Milisauskas 1986: 787; Webster 1990: 343; Evans and
Rasson 1984: 720). Gimbutas dismisses the fortified character of these sites on the
basis that many of them are on open plains. However, except in the most extreme
combat situations, most ethnographic tribal communities that are fortified against
attack are located close to their fields and on floodplains where the best soils occur,
rather than on remote hilltops. Similarly, while it is true that caches of weapons
from the Neolithic are rare, weapons caches do not really characterize any warring
tribal societies or most chiefdom societies, such as those of the Northwest Coast
where violence related mortality aftlicted 20-30% of everyone buried in cemeteries.
Weapons caches only became common when state level societeis evolved with
standing armies financed by the state. Despite this general pattern, there are still
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many sanctuaries in Minoan Crete, in the heart of Gimbutas' "peaceful" Old Europe,
where the primary figures are male and weapons offerings are common (Marinatos
1993:125).

Fourthly, over the past two decades there has been mounting evidence for
mass killings during the Neolithic. While it is true that a half century ago
archaeologists thought of the European Neolithic as being peaceful, egalitarian, and
non-hierarchical in general, this view has undergone an almost complete
transformation with new evidence that has come to light. Earlier scholars also
seemed to ignore the considerable evidence that did exist at the time for fortified
sites. At Roaix, in southern France, there were 700 Neolithic skeletons stacked on
top of each other, some with arrowheads embedded in the bones clearly indicating a
war grave (Mills 1984). At Talheim in Germany, there is a mass Neolithic grave
with 35 skulls fractured by adzes being used as maces (Wahl and Konig 1987), and
Keeley (1997, 1996) reports many other similar occurrences such as at Schletz,
Asparn, Tiefenellen, and others. There are also occurrences of war trophy heads and
skull caps at places like Herxhiem where up to 1,000 homicidal deaths are probably
represented. Of special interest is the use of the adze as a weapon of war which
probably explains its high prestige value and elaboration of form and materials in
some Neolithic cultures. There are also the ubiquitous arrowheads and maces, the
latter being used exclusively as a weapon of war. Finally, warriors are portrayed in
Minoan frescoes on Crete and Thera, some clearly going off for conquest
(Marinatos 1993:59,244).

Thus, as was the case of the Maya, who scholars 50 years ago also believed
were a peaceful society of intellectuals and artistic craftsmen, there is now abundant
graphic and gruesome evidence that both the Maya in Mesoamerica and the
Neolithic societies in Europe were strongly immersed in warfare on a regular basis.
In Europe, the evidence extends from the beginning of the Neolithic to its end. On
the other hand, there can be little doubt that the incoming Bronze Age Indo-
Europeans took warfare and combat to new heights and intensities generally not
witnessed by many Neolithic communities.

Keller's discussion of hierarchies is somewhat similar to her treatment of
warfare. A half century ago, it may have been more fashionable to imagine Maya
and European Neolithic society as embodying idyllic, egalitarian, non-hierarchical
ways of life. The intervening years have made it abundantly clear, however, that
increasing social complexity and craft specialization are based upon, and intimately
linked to the development of social, political, and economic hierarchies involving
major inequalities. The beautifully crafted objects of art that Gimbutas and Keller
dote upon as expressions of an artist-oriented society should be more realistically
viewed as expressions of powerful and wealthy elites. Do they really believe that the
abundant gold ornaments accompanying select Old European burials (see Renfrew

there is no theoretical or empirical support for the idea
of non-hierarchical, egalitarian, peaceful chiefdoms or

states in the European Neolithic, and no support
for colonies of artists producing art for art's sake.

and Bahn 1996:387) were acquired by egalitarian, non-hierarchical means? The idea
that people can or should produce great art (art that is exceedingly expensive and
time consuming to make) simply to satisfy personal inner needs (art for art's sake) is
a very unusual notion that is only found in the modem industrial world. It is a
completely foreign and bizarre notion in traditional non-industrial societies where
great art is used exclusively for rituals or to display wealth (Dissanayake 1988).
Moreover, the specialized ceramic production centers of the Tripolye region in the
heartland of Gimbutas' Old Europe are more indicative of something approaching a
market economy rather than individual artisans producing for their self-fulfillment
(Anthony 1995).

Civilizations and even chiefdoms simply cannot and do not function in an
egalitarian fashion. Hierarchical control is their defining feature and no amount of
philosophical or idyllic reverie seems capable of changing this characteristic in the
real world. The topic is too vast to deal with in detail here, but I know of no
ethnographic or archaeological examples where any credible claim of a non-
hierarchical chiefdom or state exists. In the European Neolithic, fortified sites were
often at the top of local settlement hierarchies indicating at the very least the
existence of political hierarchies, while their sheer size (up to 300 hectares) and
complexity indicates centralized political control by elites (Scarre 1984: 242, 335;
Milisauskas and Kruk 1989; Anthony 1995; Demoule and Perles 1993). On the
basis of community sizes, settlement hierarchies, wealth discrepancies, and craft
specializations, archaeologists do not hesitate to ascribe a chiefdom status to the
most important Old European sites described by Gimbutas, and a state level of
organization to the major centers on Minoan Crete. These are some of the most
certain conclusions archaeologists have established in the past half century.
Describing Neolithic Old Europe as egalitarian and non-hierarchical is simply
inconsistent with all the current ethnographic and archaeological data. For an
archaeologist, maintaining that complex societies can develop without
socioeconomic inequalities or hierarchies or heterarchies is on a par with arguing
that the earth is flat or arguing that the world was created without the process of
evolution.

In addition to these general indications, there is recurring evidence of
human sacrifice both in the PPNB cultures of the Middle East and in the heart of the
Old European cultures (Cauvin 1994: 120-2; Marinatos 1993: 102, 136; Sakellarakis
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feel good methods are disturbing and dangerous
because ... these are the methods usedby

fundamentalists and totalitarian movements to obscure
reality and truth. ... maintaining that complex societies can
develop without socioeconomic inequalities or hierarchies

or heterarchies is on a par with arguing that the
earth is flat or arguing that the world was created

without the process of evolution.
and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1981). Surely this is the ultimate expression of power and
forced submission typical of aggressive and dominating elites. It is utterly unknown
among truly egalitarian people.

Hierarchies are also apparent in the Old European Neolithic cemeteries
such as at Nitra in Czechoslavakia and Tiszapolgar in Hungary where most burials
contain no grave goods, but a few contain important items of value such as axes,
adzes, copper bracelets, daggers, and shell ornaments. At Varna, in Bulgaria, and
Duronkulak, wealth differences reached extreme forms with remarkable amounts of
gold interred with some individuals. Contrary to Gimbutas' and Keller's portrayal of
burials and relative gender roles, the burials at many of these sites show an
impoverished, almost non-existent material wealth status for women in contrast to
the obvious prestige objects buried with men, such as objects frequently associated
with war (daggers, axes, adzes, and maces). At Varna and Duronkulak, the richest
sexable graves are those of males (Anthony 1995; Chapman 1991). The high status
male buried with the most remarkable amount of gold held a war adze or mace and
wore a gold penis sheath (Renfrew and Bahn 1996:387). In the Neolithic of Central
Europe, Larry Keeley (1997) noted a similar pattern of high prestige weapons being
buried with men, especially older men who, given their age, would have been at the
top of the socioeconomic hierarchies. In fact, in Europe, as in ethnographic New
Guinea, stone adzes and axes were often made exclusively out of prestige materials
and in prestige dimensions. The same pattern has been documented for the
megalithic cultures of western Europe, and for Minoan Crete in Gimbutas' Old
Europe, where weapons were used as symbols of high status (Marinatos 1993:125).

While some cemeteries and burials and frescoes do demonstrate that
women could attain relatively high status, there are no indications that they were in
charge of Old European society or even surpassed men in power. In fact, world
ethnographic surveys by Marxist and feminist scholars have shown that such cases
do not occur anywhere in the world, and that literal matriarchies are non-existent
(see Hayden 1993: 350-353 for references and further data). In Near Eastern and

European Neolithic societies, males rather typically seem to have controlled the
weapons of war and used them in aggressive fashions, emphasizing aggressive
iconographies like the wild bull to energize their expansions and personal ambitions.

In short, there is no theoretical or empirical support for the idea of non-
hierarchical, egalitarian, peaceful chiefdoms or states in the European Neolithic, and
no support for colonies of artists producing art for art's sake. Given the above
evidence, especially the very rich male burials with weapons at Varna, Keller's
statement that privileged males burials with weapons and extraordinary wealth was a
phenomenon introduced by Indo-Europeans into Old Europe is simply erroneous.
Nor was human sacrifice introduced to Europe by Indo-Europeans. It was there all
along. Nor did the incoming Indo-Europeans simply destroy all the beautiful Old
European art. The incoming Indo-European warrior elites appropriated and
employed resident Old European artists to make traditional prestige objects as well
as new forms such as the magnificent inlaid Mycenaean bronze daggers. In western
Europe, the incoming Bronze Age Indo-Europeans also appropriated, rather than
destroyed, the major megalithic monuments such as Stonehenge and Avebury (and
probably much of their associated rituals). The Indo-Europeans carried on the
development of these monuments to far greater pinnacles of expression than these
monuments reached in Neolithic times. They are the forms we see today.

FeelGoodEpistemology
Thus, Keller's and Gimbutas' views of Old European matrifocal societies

simply do not hold up under any degree of reality testing, which is why no reputable
archaeologist has ever endorsed them and why they have been severely criticized. In
order to hide such deficiencies, Keller and Gimbutas declare that archaeologists and
scientists are narrow minded people, prejudiced by male dominated values, scientific
conceptual constraints, and narrow empiricism. Instead of rigorously scrutinizing
their ideas in the bright light of reality, Keller proposes that we should adopt a "feel
good" method of evaluating competing theories. She wants readers to open
themselves to her vision of the source of all life as though beholding the brilliance of
the sun and then ask which proposals we would like to believe: ones that make her
(and ifwe open ourselves the right way, us) feel good, or ones that make her feel
not-so-good. Whichever interpretation of the past makes us feel the best should be
adopted as true and reliable as long as we can find some empirical support for it. But
'some' empirical support can be found for almost any proposition on earth.

This approach leads too easily to gross distortions of facts and
interpretations, and to self-delusion. Choosing between alternative explanations on
the basis of ''What if ..." hypothetical questions, which may only be delusions, is to
reduce real inquiry to absurdity. Nor should the relevance for today's social
problems be a factor in assessing the relative merits of ideas about the past.
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Relevance can certainly be a criterion for choosing our initial research questions, but
should never enter into the evaluation of our models of the past. Nor is there any
reason to think that whatever Plato conceived as a (very speculative) highest level of
truth has any relation to reality. In fact, given the wide range of opinions, mind
games, and arguments among philosophers today and in the past, is there any reason
to assume that anything has been established with certainty after 3,000 years of
inquiry using their methods? We are all interested in finding the real principles that
govern the universe. That is the ultimate goal of scientists, philosophers, mystics,
and many others. But how do we do that with any confidence? There have been
countless visionaries who have seen ''the light" that gave them ecstatic experiences
and the feeling of great intuitive insights: endless millenarian cults that proclaimed
the end of the world or contact with comets or aliens, political adherents to
ideologically dominated movements like Communism and Fascism, and there have
also been people with golden tablets that would save the world. How do we separate
the delusional enlightenments from those with genuine insights? The only method
that has so far proved to be of any reliable value is the scientific method.

In archaeology, while we may not have the answers to all the questions
viewed as important, we have been able to at least establish some major milestones
of understanding with relative certainty using the reality-testing methods of science.
We have established the time scale of human existence, the overall physical and
cultural evolution of humans, criteria for recognizing and charting warfare as well as
social and political complexity and social inequality. We are still working on refining
many of these conclusions and we are still trying to usefully describe and
understanding other phenomena such as ritual behavior and gender roles, but the
essential framework is in place and is solid.

Rejecting or minimizing methods that adhere closely to reality testing in
favor of politically correct or feel good methods is disturbing and dangerous
because, as Marvin Harris notes, these are the methods used by fundamentalists and
totalitarian movements to obscure reality and truth. In this respect, Keller's constant
use of terms exhorting readers to "believe," "accept;' "embrace;' "open your mind"
to "radiance" and "vision;' and avoid "resistance" to Gimbutas' semi-mystical
methods have an unsettling evangelical fundamentalist ring to them. According to
Keller, people who do not believe that an illuminating experience of the essential
nature of reality is possible cannot use Gimbutas' method. What is the difference
between this and 'born again' fundamentalism?

In closing, I would like to iterate that I am not against the use of intuition in
helping to understand our universe. In fact, I view ecstatic experiences as one of the
most unique aspects of the human emotional makeup in the animal kingdom
(Hayden 1987). I have proposed that near death experiences, and the ecstatic states
that probably derive from them, may be our best approximation of contact with

Howdo we separate the delusional enlightenments from
those with genuine insights? ... Ecstatic experiences
should be highly valued and sought out; and, in some

situations, they mayprovide real insights into
spiritual dimensions of the universe.
However, they are notautomatically

reliable or realistic representations of the universe.
transcendent realms. Ecstatic experiences should be highly valued and sought out;
and, in some situations, they may provide real insights into spiritual dimensions of
the universe. However, they are not automatically reliable or realistic representations
of the universe. Therefore, I insist upon rigorous evaluation of such insights before I
will accept them as real, especially where they purport to say something about
verifiable domains of inquiry like prehistory. Nor am I saying that we can know
nothing about past religions or rituals. I think we can know a great deal; but given
the many different views on this topic, all ideas must be carefully scrutinized and
evaluated on the basis of real evidence. In this respect, Gimbutas' views about Old
European Neolithic society simply do not stand up to testing. Other ideas, such as
those of Cauvin and Marinatos, stand up far better, and it is here that we should
begin our modeling of past Neolithic religions and societies. There is a long and
strong tradition in archaeology of dealing with social, political, religious, and
mythological aspects of culture as they evolved through time. I am happy to be part
of that tradition, for archaeologists have many very significant things to say about
these issues, but a full discussion of them is a far larger undertaking than space
permits here.
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READERS' FORUM
continued from page 5
the ideologies of their times into the data, and both are reliant on an opposition
of two cultures, conceived as essentially static and homogeneous, despite the
length of time and breadth of geography involved. Can these be the two
"competing theories" that Keller refers to? They hardly define the field, and they
are equally outdated.

The rest of Keller's article deals with the myth of the Civilization of the
Great Goddess, in the present day, and seems to focus on whether archaeologists
(or presumably other social scientists) "accept" it and what may be causing them
difficulty. The attempt here seems to be to incorporate spiritual and artistic
components, in order to create a successor science, a replacement paradigm
which will give a women-centered account convincing enough to be accepted as a
better approximation to What Really Happened™ in prehistory. Apply the right
method, i.e. Gimbutas' method, to "the empirical data", and truth will emerge.
But within any such attempt, founded in a realist approach to scientific endeavour,
the data become the crucial test - and here, surely, in the neolithic figurines we
have an outstanding example of how "the data" in themselves have no meaning
until they are interpreted ...

As I see it, Keller's article is founded on a paradox. She seeks a way to
see "clearly into the radiant, vibratory nature of reality" (p.33) but which, or
whose, reality? The methods of Gimbutas, within realist science, are so far
foundering on the test of "empirical data". The search for The Truth of past or
present requires proof. So Keller speaks of Gimbutas' work as in line with the
"more post-modem expansion of human knowledge", a "New Science" that does
not seek "absolute certainty" (p. 35). Here, Gimbutas' interpretations become part
of the multiplicity of meanings I referred to already - and what is most
meaningful becomes the construction and use of the paradigm in its own day and
for today's women and men. In short, the kind of truth claims made by Keller do
not seem, to me, compatible with a postmodem approach. And Gimbutas' own
methodology can hardly be described as postmodem, surely, dealing with, as
Meskell, says "the 'establishment' epistemological framework of polar opposites,
rigid gender roles, barbarian invaders and cultural stages" (Meskell 1995,
Goddesses, Gimbutas and 'New Age' archaeology, Antiquity 69: 74-86, p.82).

But today's world is where Keller's vision applies, and here, at least, I
can have some agreement with her. It is clearly, even obviously, more possible to
create a world in which peace and cooperation are centrally valued, if we see such
a world as possible and these values as centrally human. But that is not to say that
such a world would look like any of our imaginings, or that is need have
happened that way before, especially on a large-scale, intersocietal, level. Keller's
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article frames her vision in terms of a return to the Mother Goddess, but it is
today's women and men who have seen the pictures of the big blue marble, the
third planet hanging in space like a jewel, and speak of Earth as one, fragile and
precious, so that the concept of an Earth Mother takes on new layers of meaning.
And fortunately the ability to speak of Goddess, or Goddesses, and ally ourselves
with Earth, does not require a belief in Kurgan invasions. For today's feminists,
Gimbutas' work provides a challenge indeed - to explore further the shifting
dimensions of meaning in both present and past, to find ways to articulate visions
like those of Keller without requiring certainty and conversion, without claiming
ownership of the True Version of the past, while yet to retain multiple voices
without falling into the trap of postmodern incomprehensibility.

While writing this comment, I was preparing to talk to graduate students
about research methods, and simultaneously planning an equinox ritual to my
own Harvest Lady, working with yet another set of meanings around earth and
concepts of Goddess; and my mind was drawn back to a recent time when
women from my community came together to nurture a need, displaying all the
compassion and cooperation that Keller might wish. Did they hold a belief in the
Civilization of the Goddess? Some, perhaps. Did I? Not as such. But as we
danced, we created our own meanings of mind, body and spirit, Goddess within
and without, to give strength to all to return to the workings of our everyday lives,
and to create changes where we could.

And so I end this comment with what I wrote then, as an offering to
uncertain interpretations, and to whichever Goddesses are listening to this debate:

last night I danced with the women
to earth's drum beat, bare
feet on dust and stone,
brown needles on the thirsty soil;
around, children of earth, small
creatures of the forest, scuttling beetles,
birds, squirrels, web-weavers,
predators and prey, above, within,

beneath deep-rooted trees where met
earth and sky, a turning moment,
dark and bright together, growth and death

as a wolf runs in the forest, and stands
in starlight, and howls her song,
feeling the pulse of earth beneath her feet.

Jenny Blain is an Assistant Professor in the School ofOccupational Therapy,
Dalhousie University, with a PhD from Dalhousie in Educational Foundations,

who considers herselfas an anthropologist, more or less. Her current research is
on identity and construction ofmeaning within nature-religions, with a particular

focus on women's spirituality, Heathenism, and shamanism.

Rita Rippetoe writes:
This letter will address two of the areas of discussion I would like to

open in regards to Keller's article. Primarily, Keller's association of Gimbutas'
theories with Socratic philosophy seems problematic to me. First we might note
that, from what I know of his philosophy, Socrates himself displayed little
concern with mythology or history. His methods of inquiry were designed to
determine the nature of, and lead to the practice of, virtue: the ethical
requirements for social life. His method was also based on the belief that ideas
precede their material manifestations and exist in a realm accessible only to the
philosopher. The dialectical method helps us "remember" what our souls know
from having resided in the realm of ideas prier to birth. It is difficult for me to see
how such a disputed philosophical position on the very nature of knowledge can
contribute to an understanding of the facts of human history. I include emotions
and beliefs in my definition of facts. It may not be as easy to determine whether a
culture believes in the Christian Trinity, or uses the color red to symbolize danger,
for example, as whether it's members customarily wear nose rings or eat beef -
but all four conditions are susceptible of proof. Unless I have misunderstood
Socrates or Keller's use of Socratic theory I would hesitate to employ this
approach to Gimbutas or to any other theory about history.

While Gimbutas, as Keller notes, believes that the society of Old Europe
was transformed by invasion, Colin Renfrew theorizes that the changes came
from within the culture. I would like to clarify why this is an important
controversy.

Briefly, if hierarchy, patriarchy, and war-focused cultures evolve
independently in different areas it can be claimed that such structures are
necessary stages through which all cultures must move - and even that they are
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beneficial, with hierarchy and wealth accumulation through war causing
specialization and advances in technology and the arts. War, slavery, female
submission, etc. can be portrayed as minor prices to have paid for the glories of
civilization. But, if these developments were imposed on a previously peaceful
and egalitarian culture (ie, Old Europe), which appeared to be developing the
variety and plenty associated with historical civilizations, either by conquest or by
the need to resist conquest (ie, we must have war leaders to fight their war
leaders, so even if never conquered we become like our enemy) then it can be
argued that the new traits are a caused by accidents of history rather than
necessities of cultural evolution. Thus, the argument that civilization has always
required inequality and must, because of human nature, require it in the future, is
attacked at its root.

This explanation has led me to ... my perception that Keller thinks we
should believe the theories of Gimbutas because such belief would be good for us
as a culture. Keller explicitly ties her vision of a future global civilization to the
ability to question "the inevitability of warfare, economic hierarchies of
dominance ... and the exclusively male centered concept of divinity" (34). This
ability seems tied in her mind to acceptance of the Gimbutas theory of Old
Europe. But what if the truth of Gimbutas' views can never be established? What
if she is wrong? What ifWestern culture has always depended on the pain and
poverty of many for the pleasure and riches of a few; is there still hope? Can there
be reform? I personally believe that much of Gimbutas' work will be confirmed
by other scholars and that as new generations learn a different view of the human
past their dreams of future possibilities will be enlarged. Such a shift in
consciousness ... will be very helpful in building a better society. However I hope
that it is not essential. I am leery of relying for future reform on a view of past
accomplishments which could be dismissed as wishful thinking based on a
discredited theory.

Rita Rippetoe holds a BA in cultural anthropology from U. California, Davis
(1970), a MA in English from Calif. State U. at Sacramento (1993), and is

currently a PhD candidate in English at U. Nevada, Reno.

NancyRamseywrites:
... The main criticism I have of the article lies in the conclusion. Keller

states, quite accurately, that new paradigms often meet with resistance due to the
emotional investment tied into old paradigms. Keller seems to suggest that we
should choose to believe the new Gimbutas paradigm because it leads to the idea
of the possibility of a "kinder, gentler world." I agree. The idea that once things
were different, that "good old days" actually existed and can exist again is a
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longing that has no doubt held humanity's imagination since the "good old days"
when we no doubt regretted leaving the trees for the savannas.

Gimbutas does present an attractive past, perhaps a bit too forcefully.
This can lead to dangerous extremes. I would like to believe that as a species we
were incapable of enslaving each other, stealing entire continents from their
indigenous populations, genocide, war, flagrant disregard for the earth and the
other beings that dwell here, and a million other petty cruelties that seem part of
the package of human life and being. But to choose to believe a paradigm because
it makes us feel good about ourselves does not lead to good archaeology or
history. Love is blind and this sometimes goes for the love of a theory or idea as
well. The tendency exists to cut data to size so that it fits our beloved theories.
And that can lead to the silencing of voices we need to hear, both from our past,
our present, and our future ...

Nancy Ramsey is a PhD candidate in Religious Studies at UC Santa Barbara. She
has an MA in Religious Studies and another in Sociology from the

U ofSouth Florida. Her main area of research is Wicca,
Neopaganism and other assorted Goddess and nature religions.

Ann-Marie Gallagher writes:
The Interface ofArchaeology and Mythology: A Philosophical
Evaluation of the Gimbutas Paradigm by Mara Keller: A Response

Having read Mara Keller's article carefully, particularly her conclusions
in relation to the entrenched rejections of Marija Gimbutas's work, I agree with
her proffered suggestion that: 'resistance to her discoveries stems more from the
investment individuals have in the paradigm of civilization that is constructed in
accord with the prevailing gender, race and class hierarchies etc.' ...

Mara Keller's description of the tautologies of positivist frameworks is a
veritable paean to the efficacy of post-modernist approaches when put to useful
purpose - and as an arch-materialist, I have little enough occasion to see post-
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modernism as an 'efficient cause'. She is right when she stresses the importance
of multi- and interdisciplinary approaches to reconstructions of the past, and
recognizes that intersubjectivity is even finding its way into the sciences....
However, given the impact that feminist research methodologies have had in the
academy in the past twenty years, Plato (and his noetic insights) is hardly the first
natural port of call for a shift from the thought-paradigm his reasoning
demonstrates par excellence.

... Marija Gimbutas's work primarily recommends itself to students not
because of her painstaking empirical research, nor even via her frankly valid and
proper challenges to the patriarchal assumptions underpinning and framing much
archaeological research: rather its main attraction is that it imports an
unreconstructedly twentieth-century essentialist paradigm into an historical period
beginning some 8500 years ago in a huge land-mass extending throughout what is
now Southeastern Europe and ending around 5,000 years ago and posits within
that period first the existence and then the overthrow of a matrilinear and
therefore peaceful civilization. However it is on two counts other than
ahistoricism that I wish to raise issues that were absent from Mara Keller's
argument.

Firstly, the issue of intersubjectivity. Part of the problem of Marija
Gimbutas's archaeomythology is the absence of hermeneutically-aware
acknowledgement of the interpreter's interests - the question is begged, and
begged loudly 'whose mythology'? In this respect it is not worse than some of
Gimbutas's most vociferous detractors, who assume that the paradigm within
which they operate is somehow neutral, objective. However, it is certainly no
better. . .. In short, if we are to attend to the intersubjective within the research
paradigm, it is imperative that the researching subject is as interrogative of herself
and her status within the research as she is the subjects whose lives she seeks to
study and discover.... Both Marija Gimbutas and Mara Keller appear to be
proponents of a worldview which is itself significantly gendered and
unproblematized, and here I come to the second point, which is to raise the

possibility that Marija Gimbutas's theory may be interpreted as being seriously in
conflict with feminism rather than of a piece with it.

Without wishing to detract from the very valuable points that both Marija
Gimbutas and Mara Keller make in relation to the resistance of the academy to
feminist incursions regarding the underpinnings of the relevant disciplines, I am
nonetheless concerned to find the vocabulary of gender being so
unproblematically deployed in the interests of revisionism. When Mara Keller
uses the terms 'masculine' and 'feminine' to describe the processes of logic and
analogy, the alarm bells immediately ring: is this not the language of dualism, of
polarity which also underpins and supports an emphatically patriarchal
worldview? And this is pivotal flaw in both Marija Gimbutas's theory and Mara
Keller's support of it; that it is the story of the overthrow of the 'feminine' by the
'masculine', and that because the purported civilization was matrifocal that it was
also peaceful. The theory itself is soaked in the type of gendered essentialism that
feminism in the 1990s continues to challenge. It is the vocabulary that, as part of
what Karen J. Warren has called a 'logic of domination', has kept women, people
of colour and the labouring classes in a position of subordination within capital
patriarchy. Essentialism as a force for matriarchy does not travel towards the
shifts in worldview envisaged so inspiringly and movingly by Keller in her
concluding wishes.

As a feminist, I would be far more interested in a starting-point which
proceeded to investigate the preponderance of female imagery in a given
geographical location within a given historical period, and which acknowledged
the avowed unconscious mental habits of the period from which we investigate:
this to incorporate in particular the point from which the researcher herself
begins. In this way, a preponderance of female imagery, rather than leading to the
conclusion that women in the producing society were held in higher esteem,
might be the subject of discussion in relation to contemporary understandings of
the presence/absence of prehistorical female figures to better frame our
interpretations. The meaning of the high presence of female imagery can then be
discussed in terms of a number of available possibilities other than that which
would be the natural result of imposing contemporary gendered ideologies onto
past, and perhaps lost, mentalities. The contemporary relevance of Marija
Gimbutas's work in terms of its applications both inside and outside of the
academy, in short, is not as straightforward as 'masculine' enclaves resisting
'feminine' incursion; the resistance is far more complex, as complex, perhaps as
the lives of our Neolithic ancestors may have been.

Ann-Marie Gallagher is the course leader of
Women's Studies at the University ofCentral Lancashire in the U.K.
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She writes and publishes on feminist pedagogy, women and spirituality, paganism
and as a historian (recovering). She is currently editing a book on women and

history titled Changing the Past: Women, History and Representation,
which is scheduled to be published in 2000.

Wendy Griffin writes:
Gimbutas and the Goddess: An Evaluation from the Social Sciences

In her article on Marija Gimbutas, Mara Keller chose an interesting
approach. It certainly is one that allows us to envision a future where we might
want our children to raise their children. But regardless how useful a thing may be
for the future, it doesn't mean it is accurate ... [Gimbutas'] theories tend to be
judged as either absolutely true or absolutely false, and both are positions that
lean more toward the political than the scholarly. Scholarship today indicates that
her conclusions were true in some places - some times. There is good evidence
that matrifocal villages in Old Europe and parts of the Mediterranean were indeed
invaded by aggressive patriarchal outsiders. There is also excellent evidence that
in Mesopotamia, for example, internal not external developments created male
dominance.

Why and how did male dominance develop originally and why did it
succeed? It seems fairly logical to most of us today that there is no biological
mandate for patriarchy. It's doubtful if our species would have survived the early
milleniums if we had wasted female productivity, intelligence, and creativity the
way patriarchal societies have always done. We know that there was a sexual
division of labor during this time, and it was almost certainly interdependent and
complimentary.

Gimbutas doesn't address these questions of why and how, but the social
sciences argue that patriarchy grows out the material conditions of people's lives.
Anthropologist Peggy Sanday has demonstrated that where the physical
environment and climate are beneficial, women and men tend to work together
and relations between them appear to be fairly egalitarian and interdependent.
Men join in primary childcare and societies develop religious symbol systems that
include either a primary female divinity or a female creator who is equal to the
male. Where the physical environment is harsh, nature is defined as hostile, or the
culture revolves around hunting or herding, the sexes tend to separate from each
other. Men are removed from childcare responsibilities, the creative powers are
viewed as male, and male dominance and violence are not uncommon. In her
study of tribal societies, Sanday further showed that the roles we playas women
and men reflect the images the cultures uses to understand the Divine. Religion
tells us how and where we fit in the world and makes that meaningful for us.

But with rapid change, such as that which can occur in time of war, the
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invention of some revolutionary technology, or the dramatic climatic changes
Keller discussed in her article, the meanings that religion gives us may not make
as much sense as they once did. It's important to note that significant material and
technological changes always go hand in hand with changes in symbols and
religious thought. We see that happening today. Gimbutas argues convincingly
that warfare didn't exist in Neolithic society, at least not organized warfare, and
certainly nothing like what we see beginning in the 3rd millenium. Religious
scholar Rita Gross wonders if perhaps warfare was an effect of rather than the
cause of change.

In Mesopotamia, along with the invention of the plow and the
accumulation of agricultural surpluses, came labor-intensive grain crops and an
increased demand on women for more children. At the same time, the increased
food supply permitted a bigger population to survive. Specialization emerged and,
with it, some measure of hierarchy. Population density resulted in internal and
external threats that were met with the rise of a 'warrior class' and the removal of
young men from childcare responsibilities. These social changes were reflected in
cultures' religious symbols. If the Neolithic Goddesses were autonomous, their
Bronze Age descendents were not. Inanna got her power from her father. Isis
ruled with Osiris and Horus at her side. Women's roles had changed with or
without the arrival of the Kurdish hordes.

Marija Gimbutas was an extraordinary woman and scholar. But the ease
and absolute certainty with which she drew conclusions about extremely detailed
myths and rituals from very limited materials is disturbing. The reconstruction of
ideas from 8,000 years ago is wide open to wishful thinking. We bring ourselves
to our research, even when we believe we are being objective.

Every religion mythologizes its own origins. As such, it isn't the truth of
sacred history that I'm challenging, though I certainly can't teach it as history to
my students. I do tell them, however, that the proliferation of Neolithic female
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figures and the places where they were discovered suggests an appreciation of
female Divinity, and I discuss Gimbutas' contributions. These may have provided
a catalyst for contemporary Goddess Spirituality. But the material conditions of
today and tomorrow will shape our future social relations as well as our
understanding of the Divine. No Neolithic nor Bronze Age Goddess will serve us
well today.

She is still and always in the state of becoming.

Wendy Griffin is presently an Associate Professor ofWomen's Studies at
California State University in Long Beach. She received her PhD in the

interdisciplinary social sciences with an emphasis on the sociology ofsex and
genderfrom UC Irvine. Besides publishing academic articles on women in

Goddess Spirituality, she recently completedDaughters of Gaia: Healing and
Identity in Goddess Spirituality, an edited collection of research by academics

and nonacademic scholar/practitioners. The book will be released in April 1999
by AltaMira Press. Her relevant scholarly articles can be read at:

http://www.csulb.edul-wgrifjinlpublications/publications.html

The Pomegranate would like to thank Dana Kramer-Rolls for guest-editing this
issue's Readers' Forum. Ms Kramer-Rolls hold an MA in Systematic Theology
from the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley where she is now a PhD
Candidate. Her dissertation topic is "Morphology ofMedieval Marian Miracle
Tales", an interdisciplinary study utilizing folkloric and anthropological
methodology on hagiographic literary material. She has been a practicing Wiccan
for over twenty-five years, is a science-fiction andfantasy author, and is a
supporter ofanimal rights issues.
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